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AMERICAN PIANO COMPOSERS.
Continued.
It Is conceded by most critics that Louie Moreau Gotts-
chalk was not only the pioneer of the pianists, but one
of the most talented pianists of Ms day. Talent is hardly
the word
—
genius would be a better one, if it was not so
perpetually abused. His touch and style were unique,
and possessing a brilliant technic, and no little imagina-
tion, it was quite natural Gottschalk should compose, and
compose well, for his instrument. In feet, it mast
be confessed at the outset, that, despite their artificial
tone, his compositions reflect more thoroughly & certain
phase of American life than any composer that has fol-
lowed him. He wag a dreamy, poetic character, Creole
by birth, evidently affected by Chopin, then in his zenith,
but more particularly by those weird, plaintive melodies
that seem to float in the Southern air, and that he so skill-
fully incorporated in ail of his compositions
;
for when
he attempted the classic or grand, he signally failed.
These quaint, sad, African melodies are very fascinating,
being, as they are, genuine volks-lieder of the colored
population. How far they can be called national de-
pends on our understanding of that word.' They are cer-
tainly indigenousffCTour soil, and have sever been heard
outside of America. Gottschalk, then, may be indeed
called the American piano composer for the above reason,
otherwise he is artificial, trivial, even tawdry at times,
writing -for mere sensational effect (we must make allow-
ances for the culture of his audiences). His works are
devoid of intellectual content, shallow, and yet musical
always, full of moods, ranging from the dreamy “ Cradle
Song” to the brilliant “Pasquinade,” or the broad hu-
mor of the “Banjo.” The “Last Hope,” hackneyed
as it be, is still a melodious and effective composition.
Gottschalk will die hard. Naturally, his peculiar indi-
viduality found imitators, and the country was flooded
with trashy fantasies, and it seemed as if the popular
ideal was in the production of notes
;
for to look at
some of the compositions of those days, generally vari-
ations on popular song themes (Thalberg and Herz,
too, were responsible for this state of things), the pages
are literally black with notes, and thundering octavos
flaunt noisily at the end.
A calmer style prevailed presently, and when William
Mason same back from Liszt and Weimar, with his
delicate silvery touch and finished style, the thunderbolt
pianists retired with a last rumble. It is out of place in
the limits of a short paper to even attempt to give any
more than the salient characteristics of each name that
occurs. Otherwise, William Mason could be an almost
endless topic. His labors for art always unselfish, the na-
tive amiability of the man, and the single-hearted purity
of purpose of hig active life, not to speak of his splendid
piano playing, so limpid and crystalline, all could be ex-
amined in detail and with fruitful results, but it is with his
piano compositions we are mainly concerned. They
mirror perfectly his own pianism, and are sparklingly
crisp, and full of a dewy freshness, that has enabled them
to hold their own against the formidable phalanx of
foreign invasions. How suggestive is the dainty “ Silver
Spring,” played to death as it is. The “Etude Ro-
manze,” with its strange Hungarian scale, is also very
effective. The various danse forms Dr. Mason particu-
larly excels in. His mazurkas, valses, gavottes and
figures are all excellent and the form always perfect In 1
point of fact, that is what first attracts the attention, both
in the composer and the performer, his absolute mastery
of the outline, so to speak, and his admirable use of
technical resources. His arrangements are also ex-
cellent. Dr. Mason occupies a unique reputation as a
teacher, and his pedagogic ‘work exhibits ‘ the same
simplicity and directness of purpose that marks his
other efforts.
Both Homer N. Bartlett, John N. Pattlson and
Alfred H. Pease may be said to be influenced in their
style by Gottschalk, the first two particularly.
.
Bartlett’s
music has a brilliancy shoot it that is very taking. His
“ Polka de Concert,” while not up to his more mature
efforts, indicates the bent of his style. Pattlson, too,
exhibits much dash, although it is a dead school at
present. Alfred Pease played very well and composed
well, bat in a conventional manner. He played his own
Concerto with Thomas in Philadelphia, 1878. It is a
well-handled work, brilliant, not very imaginative, but
deserves honorable mention. He was at one time a
pupil of Biilow. k.
Three composers, st one time the fashion, are seldom
heard now outside of the school room. One was George
William Warren, a friend of Gottschalk and the com-
poser of the popular “ Tam O’ Sfaanter ” and “ Song of
|
the Brook.” The other two are J. D. Wilson and Mr.
Wyman, the former being the composer of the some-
what sentimental “ Shepherd Boy,” and the latter giving
the world that much-abased piece, “Silvery Waves.”
These are genre pieces, of not very high standard and
show the influence of the salon style. ' Gradually, how-
ever, 'as ©ur young men returned from abroad, a differ-
ent order of composition sprang up, and the influence of
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Schubert and Chopin made
itself felt The artificial, dreary, affected school died
out, we hope forever, and a much healthier class of.
music prevails both as regards form and content.
The name of William H. Sherwood naturally occurs
to one, being, as he is, one of our representative pianists,
a pupil ofMason, Kull&k and Liszt, and also % composer of
no mean merit How he can find time, in the midst of
his concert giving and teaching, to compose is a mystery.
He has, however, done so, and some very good work
into the bargain. His most ambitions effort, and in the
writer’s opinion his best composition, is the “ Scherzo
Caprice,Op. 9, ’ ’ dedicated to Liszt It is in G# minor, and
j
its compact theme is extremely well developed. That it
is difficult goes without saying. It suggests Schumann
in its somewhat morbid spirit, with a slight ray of light
|
that dispels the gloom, in the intermezzo. The two
Mazurkas in C and A minor are also capricious and
moody, but true little tone pictures. A little piece de-
servedly popular, “ Coy Maiden,” strongly reminds one
of Schumann in his questioning mood. The “ Romanza
Appassionata ’’ and "Allegro Patetico,” are full of
rhythmical life, as is the Concert Etude “ Medea,”
which, while being somewhat fragmentary, is certainly
very broad and symphonically conceived. In a more
tender spirit are the pretty little “ Ethelinda ” and
“ Regrets ” conceived, and show the composer's
ability to handle different phases of emotion. Mr.
Sherwood has mastered the difficult art of form, and
knows what he wishes to say, and says it well and to the
purpose. 'His ancle, Mr, Edgar Sherwood, writes in a
more popular vein, and his “ Grand Menuet-to,” in A
flat, is well known to every concert-goer, and deservedly
so. He has also written a nice polonaise in A minor, and
some of his songs are very pretty. While not pretending
to the scholarly finish of his nephew’s composition, Mr.
Edgar Sherwood may, nevertheless, be rated as a good
and conscientious composer.
Madame Julia RivJ-King can certainly claim the
honor of being the best composer among the fair sex in
this country, and though the competition is not great,
that does not in the least detract from the intrinsic
merit of her -work, which is done in a thoroughly vir-
tuoso spirit. Madame ’King is also a bird of passage,
flitting continually from place to place, and her original
work is mostly written for her already enormous reper-
toire. Her “Polonaise Heroique ” is the best of her
compositions, and is a very difficult but effective piece
for the concert stage. The “Bubbling Spring,” heard
everywhere, is a delicately-conceived little trifle, and
within the grasp of most amateurs. Madame King’s
paraphrases are marked by good taste and musicianly
feeling. The two songs of Jensen, and the very bold
experiment of transcribing the last two movements of
Mendelssohn’s E minor violin concerto, reveal hex' solid
attainments. The last-named composition, in the hands
of the fair pianiste and transcriber, certainly gives an
excellent and faithful idea of the original, although the
slow movement naturally loses by being transferred to
the keyboard. Madame King .has also written an ex-
tremely brilliant and taking Yalse de Concert, “ Wiener
Bonbons.” at
A young and -talented pianist of Boston, a pupil of
both Carlyle Peterailea and Calixa Lavall6e, Milo Bene-
dict by name, has been giving evidences of a strong bent
toward composition. His two concert polonaises in Di»
major and C# minor, show a skilled hand and a clever
grouping of themes. If they are a little suggestive at
times of Chopin, all the better, as it is a good thing for
'
a young composer to show a leaning toward some great
model. His concerto in E minor, played at the Boston
Convention by himself, is, without doubt, the very best
specimen of this form by a native-]»rn American. It is
full of beautiful melodies, and tb^whole work is bathed
in s poetic warmth that makes it very attractive. The
first two movements are the best, if the writer’s memory
serves him aright, and here, again, the Chopin influence
is perceptible. If the orchestration is at all in propor-
tion to the piano partition, it will be & very striking
j
work. It should be, by all means, published. Mr. Beae-
i did has also written some fugitive pieces.
Another excellent Boston composer is genial Arthur
Foote, who is slowly but surely making his way by his.
songs and symphonic compositions. He has written a
fine piano trio and many small pieces, mazurkas, polo-
naise, gavotte, all of which manifest culture and musical
ability.
John Orth has written a clever “Gavotte” in F# ma-
jor, a pretty “Cradle Song,” and a well-constructed
“Scherzo.” He has decided talent, bnt, like the ma-
jority of young American composers, his work is too
uneven, and, whether discouraged by the apathy of the
public, they certainly do not produce, or at all events
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publish, enough; this is applicable to 0. L. Capen and
Clayton Johns. The former has written a sterling “Ga-
votte” in F minor, but should publish more. Mr. Johns
is a former pupil of Sherwood’s, and has written some
tender little lyrics.
George Chadwick leans more to symphonic work,
where his admirable talent reveals itself. The same may
be said of John K. Paine and Dudley Buck, both men of
remarkable talents, force and execution. They both
write better for orchestra and organ, although the latter
has published a set of lyrical pictures of country life,
entitled “ Midsummer Fancies.” They are chaste and
simple, but the composer is evidently working in a re-
stricted medium, and wants a broader canvas to paint on.
There are other American composers whose forte is
the orchestra, who have, nevertheless, written more or
less for piano, but not with any particular preference for
the instrument, such as Penfield, Stanley, J. C. D. Par-
ker, George E. Whiting, Arthur Whiting, Frederic Grant
Gleason, Arthur Bird (now abroad), S. G. Pratt, George
Bristow, Carlyle Petersilea, Edgar Kelley, the composer
of the “Macbeth ” music, 0. B. Boise, John Brock
hoeven, Johann S. Beck, and George Templeton Strong.
The latter, however, has published some clever things,
but hardly original enough to warrant particular men-
tion.
An extremely gifted American abroad, who writes
very well for piano, is E. A. Mac Dowell. His work is
characterized by extreme finish, originality and a certain
something that augurs well for his future, but then these
young composers are so ambitious and are so easily
lured by the spell of the orchestra, and so soon forget
their early love, the piano. MacDowell’s Suites, Op.
10 and Op- 14, are masterly, also his Fugue and Prelude
in D minor is worthy of study. His smaller pieces are
capital. The “ Hexentanz ” has been heard in our
concert rooms.
W. W. Gilchrist, of Philadelphia, has already an en-
viable reputation as a composer, but has hitherto confined
himself to the orchestra and voice. His piano trio is in-
genious and well worked out. He has written a Piano
Concerto, but it is still in manuscript. It ought to be a
fine thing. (Why is it, if I may digress, that so many
fools rush into print, while the sterling composers pre-
serve such obstinate silence ?) This should not be.
Willard Burr, Jr., is also favorably known as the com-
poser of a capital trio and many excellent pieces
—
nocturnes, studies, etc.
Wilson G. Smith has marked talent' in the field of
piano composition, and many admirable specimens of
his style could be cited if space permitted. His work,
however, is so well known that it would be hardly neces-
sary to do so.
Charles E. Platt, of Detroit, writes well in small
forms, and should be encouraged to develop his talents.
Alfredo Barilli has a decided penchant for dance forms,
and from his “Gavotte,” Op. 1, to his melodious polo-
naise exhibits a lively fancy, striking rhythms and a sound
knowledge of harmony. His “ Cradle Song” is known
far and near, as are his Spanish Dances.
W. K. Bassford has published some good things, nota-
bly a “ Tarentella.”
George W. Bryant’s “Reverie Poetique ” is pretty
and worth playing.
Albert R. Parsons, whose earnest and thoughtful works
of a pedagogic nature are so well known, makes no pre-
tensions as a composer, but has, nevertheless, written a
brilliant and effective Caprice de Concert, “ Rataplan.’
J. Albert Jeffrey, of Albany, has composed a bright
hunting song and very nice gavotte.
John C. Alden, Jr.’s, “ Satellite ” was played by Mr.
Petersilea at the New York Convention, and instantly
wa« recognized as betraying talent Mr. Alden should
be heard oftener.
S. L. Hermann, of Philadelphia, a brilliantly talented
Leipsic graduate, seems to show the same abhorrence
toward publication 'referred to so often. He has writ-
ten some poetic songs vpry finely felt, and his piano
pieces are all cast in a noticeably original mould.
“ Danse des Kobolds ” is a grim and strongly-conceived
caprice, and is foil of contrasts and power.
Mr. Wsa E. Ashmall has proved himself to be the pos-
sessor of considerable ability and is often played. Al-
though he has only published a Menuetto, Mr. Linnaeus
Thomas is, nevertheless, a talented and bright young
composes*. His work reminds one of delicate mosaics
and is slightly reminiscent of Schumann, but always
poetical.
There has been no attempt at a definite arrangement
of names in this paper, which is, after all, a mere sketch.
The wide variety of talent exhibited precludes all idea of
comparisons, even if the writer wished to make any. In
the next paper an attempt will be made to portray the
characteristics of some of our foreign-born composers
now resident in America. James Huneker.
{To be Continued.)
EXPERIENCE.
Experience in any department of life demands trial.
In fact, that is what experience means. It is possible for
an individual to try many times and yet not gain in ex-
perience, yet it is impossible to become experienced
without repeated trials.
There is a growing demand for experienced work
everywhere, and people are being brought to understand
the absolute worthlessness of that which is inexperi-
enced.
And this enlightenment on the part of the general
public has been brought about largely by cooperative
nstitutions and societies for mutual protection, formed
among the various trades and professions. No doubt
the charlatan will always flourish to some extent some-
where, but his field of operations is becoming daily more
circumscribed, and the time is not far distant when we
shall find him plying his delusive trade only at the very
borders of civilization. It is, indeed, a difficult matter to
draw an accurate line between the experienced and the
inexperienced professional, yet the wide difference in the
extremes of both classes admits of a division some-
where.
It is a question, too, if each one has not a right to his
own opinion in the matter, and if any one has the right
to impede another in the practice of his profession sim-
ply because he adjudges that he may be inexperienced,
and therefore incompetent.
The best way, undoubtedly, is to educate people up to
the point where they themselves can decide the matter
without the intervention of professional critics.
We consider that the teacher has as much right to go
out from school and begin practicing and experimenting
with a class of pupils as the medical graduate has to do
the same with a lot of patients ; and judged on the scale
of mortality, the teacher is, of the two, far more likely to
come out innocent in the end. Experience in teaching
can be gained only in the field where the real material
exists and presents itself to the artisan in its almost in-
finite variety of forms, to be moulded and worked into
one form, the image of the eternal.
Certain facts and dogmas, certain details and records
of others' experience can be gained at school in the
companionship of the learned, and all this knowledge
can be made applicable 'afterward, yet this very study of
how to apply these facts learned at school to the practi
cal work of life is just what is occupying the attention of
all earnest teachers.
The climax of self-conceit and egotism is to be noticed
usually on the day of commencement. It budded long
ago as the pupil entered and Btood at the head of
the class. It has grown and expanded with* each new
scholastic sncciss until it reaches its crowning triumph
on this last glorious day when, amid a profusion of flow-
ers and music, the graduate receives his first public ap
plause, and from his teacher the parting words, “ The
great task is completed and you are prepared to go forth
and battle,” etc. Little does he realize the greatness of
the battle he is to meet.
When, later on, the dream is past and he meets the first
reality, that fall-blown rose of self- confidence most shiver
in the bitter cold blast and fold at last its gaudy petals,
by one, amid a winter of frozen experiences.
Then, at last, it dawns upon his mind what was the
real significance of a “ commencement day.” , He had
supposed himself at the end
;
he finds that it was but
the commencement of life, the greater part of which
must be hewn out of life’s solid rock by the hatchet of
experience.
It is most commendable in any young student to abase
self and start out earnestly in the search of experience.
He will come out wiser in the end if he closes his ears
to ' . flattery and keeps steadily at work. There is
sudh an insatiable desire on the part of young teachers
(and some never get older in this respect) to crowd them-
selves into public notice and receive some applause.
They will spend weeks of time and hundreds of dollars
at some public convention, taking every occasion to
shoot off their gun (it may be a pop-gun), until, out of def-
erence to their eagerness, the doctors quiet down and
determine to let the younger spurt make a 51 long talk.”
And now the young man’s head is turned completely.
W hy, don’t you see he is getting popular 1 He tells all his
friends, and even advertises, that he is to have the dis-
tinguished honor of addressing the Royal Brotherhood in
congress assembled next some other time. Now, the
moral to all this fiction is, that the young man is taking
the wrong way to gain experience. To be sure, his voice
is fair, and the ladies have complimented him on both
his good looks and his voice, until, in fact, he is a trifle
spoiled. How much more conducive to his prospects of
future greatness if he would content himself to stay in-
doors and practice more diligently his solfeggi, and what-
ever else is necessary to elevate his true standard artis-
tically. Usually, too, it would be a good plan for such
a very immature young artist to read a little philosophy
and logic, or even rhetoric, to improve his method of
thinking and expressing himself.
There is but one avenue to future greatness, and this is
open to every young artist and teacher who is willing to
enter therein. It is described as a straight and narrow
path, rugged and steep. This is a little too severe.
It is, to be sure, steep at times, and often one meets
stupendous obstacles in the way, but it becomes a real
pleasure to the true-born worker to climb the heights
and to conquer all besetting difficulties. Call it provi-
dence or luck, as you will, whenever difficulties come up
before the pilgrim, even though they seem mountain
high at first, a few plucky, well-directed blows of the
hatchet of determination will ofttimes level the impedi-
ment in a truly miraculous manner. “ The gods help
those who help themselves” means, that without effort
and perseverance nothing can be obtained through invisi-
ble agencies.
Fortunate is he who can grasp principles and then
learn to apply them.
Life and labor are, to many people, problems too vast
and complicated to admit of a solution. Experience
will give us -the keys that unlock all the mysteries in-
volved in these problems. Then let as don the helmet
and go forth into the arena of life with a strong will to
conquer every obstacle we may meet, and falter not nor
stop to dream and languish on a bed of roses, while it is
our duty to be wide awake at every moment and on the
alert to catch every sound as we stand sentinel at the
gate of the eternal. D, De F. B.
The Special Offer which was announced in May
issue will close July 15th, as agreed upon. As this issue
will reach our readers in time for them to receive the
benefit, we will mention that we have printed circulars
which state fully the details of the offer. It is, briefly,
this : On July 15th we will send a large order to Ger-
many, and any one wishing to join can procure music for
fall teaching much below the usual rates. Send at once
for circulars.
The August issue will contain a full report of the
M. T. N. A. meeting at Indianapolis. This meeting
should be attended by every teacher who can possibly
afford to go. The programme is exceptionally fine; r
many additions have been made to what was printed of r
it in last issne. The occasion is attracting great atten-
tion everywhere. Our mail relating to the meeting has
averaged over one hundred letters daily. The other offi-
cers nave been equally .busy with correspondence.
The Lessons in Musical History are unavoidably
crowded oat in this issue.
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'BT OLD FOGY.
Color in Piano playing”—“A Symphony in Odors”
—Nocturnes in yellow, a Id. Whistler—“ Etudes in Scar-
let”'—velvety touches or violet-tinted tones, and so on
and go on rambles the literature, or rather the extrava-
gant high-strung nonsense that passes for musical litera-
ture, and makes the old-fashioned among us throw up
our hands with holy horror. I once spoke of the Rever-
end Dr. Haweis and his remarks on the subject, of Sym-
phonic Fireworks. The gentleman, it will be remem-
bered, said he saw no absurdity in the idea that some
day a pyrotechnics! Beethoven or Wagner would com-
pose mighty symphonies in color, that by some method,
now unknown to us at present, ideas could be expressed
by a massing of pure colors alone, independent of form
altogether. This sounds like the raving of pure lunacy,
but it is no more insane than the attempts of many com-
posers of to-day, who seek to express definite thoughts
by means of one of the most indefinite of arts—music. I
was much amused at an article by Avlo Bates, a poet
and one of Boston’s literary lights, in a recent number
of the Scribner's Magazine. He gravely informed his
readers that, as far as the sense was concerned, song
composers might as well substitute nonsense for verse,
forgetting all the while that the music of the song (1 mean
of course a masterpiece) grows out of the words, and the
composer derives his inspiration from the poet
;
of course
adding new beauties to the poem.
Fancy, for example, if Robert Franz, instead of taking
one of Heine’s or Lenan’s lovely lyrics, selected, instead.
Lewis Carrol’s clever nonsense, the “ Jabberwock.”
The writer also said that the day was not far off when
the human voice would be used as a pure instrument for
its tonal color and without words at all! Isn’t this all
dreadful stuff—this perpetual encroachment of one art
on another? The literary musician and the musical lit-
erary man is a product of the nineteenth century, and is
a curious mixture that defies analysis. However, in jus-
tice to the recent attack on Mr. Huneker’s article in the
May Etude by an unknown writer in Kunkel’s Musical
Review, it is only fair to say, that the writer never
claimed a definite scale of correspondences between color
and tone, despite the interesting and conclusive experi-
ments of M. Chardon, the director of the famous tapes
try works at Gobelin, France, who demonstrated beyond
doubt the analogies of color and tone. Even heat pos-
sesses tone, as the musical tubes, a well-known experi-
ment in chemistry classes, prove. The connection of the
lenses is a delicate topic and is out of place, but the the
ory of color in music is not so absolutely far-fetched.
Alfred Tonelid. a gifted writer, once very apt'y remarked,
that if the “ young man of Urbino (Rafael) had sung, he
would have sung the melodies of the young man of Salz-
burg (Mozart),” which is a very delicate way of putting it.
There are resemblances in Painting and Music, and not
purely fanciful ones either, nor dependent on the mental
association, as the writer in Kunkel’s Review would
have us admit. I am no champion of the absurd system
of telling people that A major Is scarlet, E flat major is
yellow, as poor Capellmeister Kreisleriana did in Hoff-
mann’s fantastic and forgotten romances of that name.
That erratic man saw different tints in every tone, and
so imbued with the color sense was he that to him a
cherry-colored cat was a hairy nocturne in F# minor
!
Tl.is is the very height of madness, and The Etude writer
(a little erratic as he is at times) ne.ver claimed such
stuff. A subtil soggestiveness. purely poetic and ever
charming, is the color sense, if it may be called so, in
music. For my part, old Fogy as I am, or have been
called, I certainly enjoy the Pastoral Symphony in a
purely pastoral ana bucolic way, and always get frightened
at the storm and feel sure the folks will get wet ; hut
then, of course, I am only Old Fogy.
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In response to numerous inquiries which we are receiv-
ing from teachers all over the country, in reference to
the matter of Summer Music Schools, we are happy to
say that we are now in possession of information that will
be most acceptable to all contemplating the prospect of
pursuing their musical studies during the heated term.
1. The Summer Institute at Martha’s Vineyard will
hold its annual session, beginning Monday, July 11th,
and continuing five weeks. This is an incorporated insti-
tute, embracing many departments and a highly-qualified
corps of instructors. The school is, moreover, delight-
fully located, and the expenses moderate. Here study
.
f.nd recreation can be combined .successfully. Carl Fael-
ten and Otto Bendix will give recitals this year as they
did last The regular instructors in the musical depart-
ment are W. H. Daniejl, Voice ; 6. H. Howard, Piano-
forte and Harmony, and J. E Shapardson, Normal
Methods of Vocal Music, any of whom may be addressed
for particulars in reference to this superior institution.
2. Mr. F. H. Lewis, a well-known teacher, whose name
has often appeared in The Etude, and who is connected
with the New England Conservatory, has decided to teach
a summer term at Boston, headquarters at Chiekering’s.
8. C. P. Hoffman, Flemington, N. J., Director of
Music in Bordentown Female College, will give lessons
by mail in Harmony, Counterpoint and Musical Form.
Standard text-books used and thorough instruction guar-
anteed.
fSXGAL INSTITUTE.
Thk Garfield University, being erected a'
Kansas, promises to be one of the finest institutions of
the West. Wichita is the booming town whose rapid
growth daring the past three or four years has astonished
the world. The amount of progressive citizenship here
displayed is truly remarkable, and having built up the
business interests of the city, it is now turning its atten-
tion to the establishment of educational institutions,
chief among which is to be Garfield University. This is
to embrace four distinct colleges, among which is one of
arts and classics, including a college of music.
The structure will be a magnificent one, costing $200,-
000. The musical department is to be conducted by
John Metcalf, whose name in connection with the de-
partment is a positive guarantee of its ultimate success.
Mr. Metcalf, ever on the alert to advance the interests
of his art, has struck a capital idea, which is expressed
in the prospectus as follows : “ The course of study in
the college of music of Garfield University shall be of
such a character as will prepare the pupil thoroughly, so
that he or she may be able to pass satisfactorily the
demonstrative and theoretical examinations ‘required
by the Examining Board of the American College of
Musicians. ’ ’ We trust that in this idea Mr, Metcalf may
be followed by others. It will all the sooner establish
the standard of musicianship so much sought after, and
give to each pupil a higher impetus to work than any 1
graduation, considered as an> ultimate point of study,
can ever do. We shall have occasion to say more of this
forthcoming institution.
fEWS OF THE MONTH.
The season is practically dead—opera is over, piano
recitals ended ana the “benefit” nuisance begun. Com-
mencements and farewell concerts- have been making dire
havoc with our already overtaxed nerves. Conserva'ories
are giving their last annual affairs and countless pretty
girls are playing the deuce with the classics. Alas !
I attended one the other day. A fair daughter of Eve,
much too good-looking to play the piano well, was seated
at a grand, and rendering, or attempting to render, the
Brassin-Wagner “ Magic Fire” scene from the “ W&l
kiire.” She played the Loge motive very carefully and
very slowly, but when the Slumber motive made its ap-
pearance, no presto was ever faster. I admired her
courage, but I had heard the opera, and also William
Sherwood, and I fled, and registered a vow that I would
listen to no more piano music this season until at Indian-
apolis, in July. What the poor critic suffers, the public
never can or will know, and the piano is the instrument
of torture on which his poor benumbed critical faculties
are stretched out as on a bed of fire, and all the good
a fort anc s he has heard d be ses i are paro
died for bis especial benefit, and with this hideous anti-
climax the season usually ends.
I. had the pleasure recently of listening to that, admi-
rable artist, Madam® Julia Rivfr-King, who played some
now things of Jean Louis Nicod£, the Dresden composer
who is snaking such a stir in Germany. Thomas has
already played his Symphonic Variations for Orchestra,
and they have always been well received. The prelude
and fugue for pianO is a broadly-conceived work, full of
noble climaxes and modern in coloring. With stroag affin-
ities toward Schumann, Nicod6 is, withal, original. Uis
Poioft *s®e ia a o’-jver wedr, Sonata, which X have
not as yet heard, is spoken of highly by critics. Madame
King is one of the most popular pianistes of the day, and
shows no evidence of maxing her hold on public favor.
Her programme, while being solid, generally contain
some novelty ; in fact, her repertoire is the largest of any
pianiate in America. Her technical finesse is remark-
able, and her conception unimpeachable. She is at
present fulfilling engagements at St. Paul and Minne-
apolis.
violinist, Railed
Mr. Win,- H. Sherwood has just returned to New York,
after a successful tour West. He plays in Columbus
July 1st, and, of course, in Indianapolis, where he
takes an active part in the debates.
Mr. E. M. Bowman, the - genial president of the
American College of Musicians, and one of our best
organists and all-round musicians, has accepted an offer
in a Jersey City church, at $2000 a year. His future
headquarters, then, will be New York, and 1 can only
say, St. Louis’ loss is our gain
Cleveland had a' two-days’ Music Festival, May 10th
and 11th. The chorus was under the baton of Prof. N.
Coe Stewart. The Boston Symphony Orchestra, under
Gericke, played, Madame Scalchi sang and Dr. Louis
Maas played Schumann’s A minor Piano-forte Concerto.
The affair was a great success in every respect. Mr. and
Mrs, George Henachel gave two song recitals, in May, at
Montreal.
Mr. John F, Rhodm will go to Australia as S©Jo vio-
linist of the Amy Sherwin Concert Company
Michael Banner, the talented ybun_
for Europe, April 27th. He will both study and concert*
Jze on the other side.
The Ohio State Music Teachers’ Asseciatlon, 'Mr, J.
Wofram, president, will hold Its convention at Cohtm-
bus, on June 29th and 30th and July 1st and. 2d.,
Dr. Louis Maas brought out M-aSonat-p fey patio asfl
violin, Op. 19, at his fourth chamber concert in Boston.
It, is a musical and scholarly work.
Mr. W. H. Johnson, of Philadelphia, has played setae,
interesting organ music this sea.- on.
Mr. August H) Heated gave a piano recital in, Chicago,
and played an interesting programme.
Anton Schott, who. shines now as a Better singer,
gave a song recital recently in Boston, Mr. Clayton
Johns assisting as solo pianist.
A musical festival was given at Petersburg, Virginia,
in May, under the direction of Mr, Carl Zerraho, a-sisttd
by many eminent artists. Madame Bloomfield- Zeisler,
and Mr. Leopold Lichtenberg, solo... violinist, played in
their usual good form.
Rutland, Vermont, will have a festival
Zerrahn’s management.
The New York Philharmonic will make a tour of six-
teen weeks on the Pacific coast and the West, Mrs.
Anne Louise Tanner will be soloist.
Mr, Waugh Lauder gave an interesting recital in Chi-
cago lately.
Miss Cecilia Gaul, the talented versatile pianist, plays
often in Cincinnati.
Mr. Emil Liebling, one of Chicago’s most solid artists,
played at the Seventh Chicago Chamber Music Society’s
Concert the Schumann Piano Quintette, Op. 44,
Mr. Antony Stankowitch, a talented young pianist in
Philadelphia, gave a piano recital May 13th, with a good
programme and an appreciative audience. Mr Stanko-
witch was a pupil of Dr. Maas at the Leipsic Conserva-
tory, and with the famous Dachs, of Vienna, afterward.
He has a clean technic and poetic touch, and as an
interpreter of a certain class of piano literature he has no
equal. The two Chopin numbers on his programme,
Heyman’s Elfenspiel and the Schumann Carnival, were
highly praised by the critics. ggp
I have often spoken of Miss Lucie Mawson in these
columns, and of the promising talents she exhibited before
her departure abroad She was carefully drilled by her
sister, the vocalist, Miss Charlotte M. Mawson, and after-
ward with Mr. Albert Parsons, of New York, who recom-
mended Klindworth, of Berlin. With that master Miss
Mawson remained a year, and then for the following three
years studied earne-tly under Oscar Raif. At her recent
debut in Philadelphia Miss Mawson showed the surpris-
ing results of her work abroad. The critics are unani-
mous in their praises of her rendition of the Schumann
Piano Concerto, and speak glowingly of her sonorous
tone, limpid technic, amazing conception, for one so
young, and, above all, her self-power and absolute accu-
racy, all of which only confirms my early predictions. I
will write more about this young artiste later.
too, under
’ W.
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a favorite with Liszt.
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splendid teacher.
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It h now a settled fact that And
back to New York in the fall. Hurr
Carl Klindworth, the leader of t
iblap**
a.
Seidl . 11
awe. Philhar-
monics, will take up his residence in New York next. fail.
He will teach piano, and, no doubt, will have a large fol-
lowing.
If this sort of thing keeps on, we may confidently look
forward to having every European musical celebrity cap-
tured and brought to this country. I think the United
States Government ought to send agents abroad with a b>g
net to scoop in all that is good, and when we once get
them here we generally keep them, for, oh, what a fasci-
nation American dollars have I Just look at the numer-
ous farewells of—but I am gettingpersonal, and will stop.
Are you going to Indianapolis? J. H.
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“ How can there be different schools of music, such
as an English school, a German school, and Italian, etc.,
when the scales are alike, the chords the same, -and the
same kind of instrument employed by all? What is
meant by such distinctions?”
Although this question takes us somewhat beyond the
boundaries of usual newspaper discussion, I answer it
the more readily because it carries within its correct
solution matter bearing upon the success or the non-suc-
cess of our efforts to cultivate a taste for music in those
whom we have to teach. Let ns understand, then, that
our modem music is an extremely complicated, or, more
properly speaking, complex art. It includes within
•itself a variety of ingredients gathered from widely dif-
ferent sources and in many generations—from the Chris-
tian era, and before, until now. The foundation of our
rhythmic system was laid by the Greeks. Our melody
is a modern invention. Its expression is due to the pre-
ponderance of this, that or the other tone of the scale
in it. For example, a melody in which the tone La
preponderates will have a sad or a mournful character,
one in which the fifth of the scale preponderates will
have a bold character, one in which the third prepon-
derates will be of a more tender character. Thus, it
would he possible to write music by rule, and give it a
certain appearance of expression, by keeping along the
line of the natural expression of “ tones in key.” We
cannot satisfactorily account for the scale. It has been
developed by a long series of experiments ; or, rather,
it would be nearer the truth to say that it is the result of
a great number of selections, made at different epochs,
of tones out of Nature’s infinite many, to answer the
needs of the aesthetic faculties. When we analyze the
relations of the tones of the scale to each other and to
the keynote, we find that there are three centres of devel-
opment : the tonic, the subdominant, and the dominant.
The seventh is in the scale for the purpose of serving as
the third of the fifth, the fourth is there in order to make
a chord of which the tonic shall be fifth ; the sixth is
there in order to be the third in the subdominant chord.
Now, the expression of these tones depends upon their
relation to the tonic. The tone D, for instance, has no
expression of its own
;
when it is in the key of G it is
the “ strong tone,” in the key of D fiat it is the 44 tender
tone,” in the key of B flat it is the “bold tone,” etc.
Whenever the key changes, the expression of the tone
changes with it : nay, it changes even though the modu-
lation into another key is only implied by the harmony,
but is merely a passing modulation.
This natural expression of tones in key is intensified in
modern music by means of the harmony, which, in
simple music, keeps the key in sight ; in the more elab-
orate, the key is apparently lost sight of for a longer or
shorter time. But there was a time, not so very many
years ago, when the expression of music was purely con-
ventional. The Netherlanders, for example, of whom
Mr. Fillmore said such pleasant things in the last num-
ber, never arrived at the true expression of feeling by
means of music, and never created works in this depart-
ment that have been counted beautiful. What they did
was to invent a multitude of conventionalities of expres-
sion, artificialities of using music material, etc. For
example, they thought it a principle not to attempt to
compose a new work or a new movement unless they
took a melody ont of an old work as a foundation. This
foundation served them more like an apron-string than
anvthing else to keep them near their ancestors ; for they
did not cause it to appear in the sound of the music they
wrote, but hid it away among the middle parts as a sort
of buckram or stiffening.
The Italians were more natural in their ideas. When
they wanted music they did not want hard work
;
hence,
as soon as these Netherlanders went down into Italy to
exercise their art, they speedily became less artificial in
their -methods of composing, and gave rise to music
having in it more of true expression. Thus, the Italian
music of the early school of opera was symmetrical and
natural in its structure to a degree not Been in that of the
Netherlandish masters.
When Germany began to take a hand in the develop-
ment of music, a new series of modifications was set m
operation. They began to enlarge the harmonic bounda-
ries of the key, and to increase the number of chords
belonging to it. This tendency has been evident enough
in German music ever since the time of Bach, but the
theorists have mostly regarded that only such chords
belong to any key as can be made out of the diatonic
tones of its scale. Whenever additional tones were
introduced in order to form new chords, theory has
generally regarded it as the evidence of a modulation.
Nevertheless, the abundance of these modulations, where
the impression of the key is not lost, has led some of the
recent theorists, among whom is Professor Riemann, and
probably the late Richard Wagner, to declare that any
As long as
remains
without destroying the feeling of tonality.
^
the original tonic is felt as such, so long the key
unchanged Although this dictum is not in accordance
with the authentic outgivings of musical theory upon the
subject, it is nevertheless quite in the line of the devel-
opment of which our modern music is the outcome. For,
as already said, the reason for selecting these particular
tones out of the infinite gradations of pitch included
within the octave was purely an aesthetic reason. The
correspondence of the tones selected with certain har-
monic and mathematical ratios was an after discovery,
and had nothing directly to do with the selection. Our I
scale was settled just as we now have it long before any-
body knew of the harmonic relations involved in it.
Hence, in referring the question of tonality and the per-
missible introduction of new tones to the msthetic
faculty, Riemann and his followers but refer it to the
faculty which has presided over every step of the pro-
gress thus far. Hence, upon this point, as to exactly
how much the key contains, there is likely to be a modi-
fication of theoretical formulas before very long.
Meanwhile, the disagreements concerning it are of a
national or a quasi-national character. The English,
especially the Welsh, the Irish and the Scotch, take nar-
row views of this, and their music consists of compara-
tively few chords. It is in melody that the music of the
Celts is strong. Such tunes as “ Annie Laurie,” “ The
Harp that once thro’ Tara’s halls,” etc., are types of
music that appeals to the heart without any explanation
or artificial cultivation. It is the same with melodies
not so good, considered in respect to the correspondence
of their intended expression and the natural expression
of the tones of the scale occurring in them. 4S Way down
the Swanee Riber” is an example in point. It up-on
peals to every hearer. One reason why a melody of this
kind sounds so much more significant when sung slowly.
very slowly, is that this affords thematural expression of
the tones, depending upon their place in key, time to be
felt by the listener. Were it not for this, every melody
would be more inspiring when sung fast enough to inten-
sify its rhythm.
Italian music differs from this of the English in two
respects mainly : it is less varied harmonically, the
minor chords not being so much dwelt upon as is usual
with the music of Celtic origin ; the other peculiarity is
its fondness for melodic embellishment. Roulades and
fancy notes are introduced for the purpose of illustrating
the beauty of the singer’s voice. But in so far as Italian
music has depth to it, it is like that of the English,
depending upon the same qualities of the natural expres-
sion of tones in key for its effect upon the hearer.
German music is more multiform in character. There
is a wider range of chords employed. Not only all the
chords that can be made from the diatonic tones of the
key, but also many others of a more or less chromatic
character, occur in compositions where an English or an
Italian composer would never think of using them.
Now, these “ chords in key ” have their own character-
istic expression as well as “ tones in key.” It is this
that the German masters have found out, and have con-
tributed to the common stock of musical expression
Wagner performed wonders in this direction. In his
operas, while there are short bits of melody of exquisite
beauty, it is rare that there is a strain of eight or sixteen
measures in the same key, Wagner does go out of the
key, and he intends to do so, or, at least, he seems to
intend to do so. He said long ago that the circle of the
keys needed to be brought nearer together. This is
what he did in many parts of his works. But there are
places where Wagner produces beautiful effects by means
of chords and successions of chords. There is a won-
derful example of this in “ The Valkyrie,” in the second
act, where Brunhilde appears to Siegmund and forewarns
him of his death. I do not know of another passage
where such a weird and strange effect is produced try
means apparently so insignificant. -When it is analyzed,
it will appear, I doubt not, that all these effects are. due
to the use of chords in their places in key. There is no
theory upon this subject at present formulated, unless
the Tonic Sol-fa teachers have one; this would not be
nnlikely, for it is to them that we owe very much of all
that we know respecting the true expression of tones of
the scale in key.
Thus, it appears that as to their ingredients, and espe-
cially as to the relative preponderance of their ingre-
dients, there are different schools of music reflecting the
peculiarities of national taste. The English taste is for
melody supportld by chords. Yon find this, in the first
piece of English music you take up ; its chordal char-
acter is conspicnons as compared with music of German
origin. German music hardly ever escapes from more
or less of contrapuntal, spirit, and it' is always richer in
the harmonic treatment than the average English piece.
America has no taste and no school of composition of
her own. The people’s melody of the Moody and
Sankey and the S. C. Foster variety is a dilution of the
English, having the same kind of melodic cadences and
the same dependence for its expressive qualities upon
the natural expression of tones in key.
It is true that all these ingredients have now been
chord whatever belongs to a key that can be introduced j turned into one common hopper, and the cultivated music
of every country shows much that belongs to other
countries. Even Verdi, he who wrote those brazen
melodies of “ Trovatore,” shows in his latest works the
influence of his farthest competitor, Richard Wagner.
Still, the original east of the nationality is not to be
overlooked. It remains true that there is no good com-
poser whose works could possibly be mistaken for any-
thing else than the work of one of his own nationality.
The German Hiindel wrote Italian operas in Italy, but
their success depended upon their having in them quali-
ties of originality which were German. It is the same
with Frencn music, which has in it much of the German
and something of the English. Perhaps the prevailing
characteristic of French music is its daintiness, that
hich is also a prevailing characteristic in almost every-
thing that the French do.
Now, in the slow melodies of Beethoven there is
something curiously English. The Celtic cadence is
anting
;
but the dependence upon the true expression
of the tones of the melody, according to their respective
places in key, is unmistakable. It is this which renders
these melodies so impressive when played separately
from their connection and when rearranged for other
instruments. Wherever they may be given, they pre-
serve their expression, if only the instrument giving
them has within its powers the ability to sustain notes
and to intone them accurately in pitch.
The foundation of musical taste is a taste for melody, in
the sense that I have been speaking of in this connection.
Upon this foundation all the culture of Beethoven and
Mozart depended. Their music is true to the sesthetical
faculties—the same faculties which, in a long process of
experiment and induction, selected the tones which
should go into the scale. They have a correspondence
with what we may call the folk-tone, that is, with the
ability of the average man to appreciate music that is
not explained to him.
It should not escape our attention, however, that
there is another type of musical formation not resting
upon this simple quality of melody. I refer to what I
have elsewhere called the thematic work of all modern
writers, especially of Schumann, for instance. Such a
piece as the 7th Novellette, Op. 21, has no melody in its
first part ; instead of this, a melodic idea is turned over,
with imitations and harmonic transformations, into some-
thing which is truly expressive and which commends
itself to the aesthetic faculties when it has been heard a
few times [although the process will take longer in pro-
portion to the hearer’s obtuseness upon the harmonic
side]. This mode of treatment rests upon the German
discoveries or intuitions of harmony, of which I was just
speaking. This is the key to all the music of Wagner.
The elements of inn si cal expression are first melodic
[the natural effect of tones in key upon the cultivated
musical ear] ; second, these are modified to almost any
extent by harmonic treatment [which is only a carrying
out of the meanings involved m the effect of tones in
key] ; and third, rhythm, which, although acting upon
lower faculties of the musical endowment, is, neverthe-
less, not to be despised as a resource for strengthening
the bonds of unity in instrumental music, and imparting
a rhythmic sweep to long movements, without which
their length remains their most obvious characteristic.
Perhaps, in closing this long but inconclusive essay, I
would do better to emulate Schumann’s discretion, in
cases where he had intended to compose sonatas, and
call it a fantasy,” in order to discount the reader’s cen-
sure of its want of logical conclusiveness; in spite of
which, I trust that it will be found to possess a certain
proportion of ideas.
THE BUREAU
Is now in active operation, and is daily supplying col-
leges, schools and seminaries with first-class and desir-
able teachers in all departments of music, including
painting and drawing. We especially solicit the names
of principals and other persons desiring to secure a com-
ftent
teacher to fill any position, to be sent at once to us.
costs nothing, nd saves an immense amount of time
and vexation. There are hundreds of teachers seeking
employment through our Bureau, and you stand the best
possible chance to get exactly whom you are seeking by
applying to us immediately. Any person knowing of
vacancies or openings for good teachers, will cot ter a
great favor by communicating the fact to ns at once.
The Bureau is the only perfect medium that exists for
placing the teacher who is oat of employment in commu-
nication with a principal who is desirous of securing such
services. It is a quicker and safer method than the old
plan of trying till the right person is found. Many mu-
sical departments in colleges to-day are languishing,
literally dying, for want of a more competent or active
teacher. Again, the principal is frequently thrown into
consternation by the sudden death or removal of some
excellent teacher. The one is continually asking,
44 Where shall I find a better teacher to build up this
department? The other, “ How shall I replace my.
excellent assistant who has gone?” “To both these
questions, and all Similar ones, the Teachers’ Engage-
ment Bureau affords a ready response and a way out of
the difficulty, '
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COMPREHENSION OF
MUSICAL.
BY THOMAS TAPPER
,
JR.
A great man is he who possesses in purity and com-
pleteness that combined quality which the Norwegians
aptly style
—
de indie sanser—the inner senses. To
compare a trashy musical composition with, for example,
the most simple of Schumann’s writings is to learn the
impure surface matter of the one and the deep, almost
hidden, significance of the other. It is always to be
found as true, that those authors who by the many are
said to be obscure, ambiguous in style, are really so
simple, so clear, and so pregnant with noble thoughts,
that we can but wonder at the power of their conceptions.
When we come to regard the art of music in its border
outlines, we find that its relationship with things imme-
diately outside of music is indeed very intimate. Art
education in any branch is a compound; it is something
which, like bread, is made from some one ma'erial, to
which there are added in small quantity, though in an
exact proportion, certain other ingredients, and all these
form an ‘'ensemble,” pleasing to the taste and nourish-
ing to the whole system. We. each of us, in time work
our way into what becomes our specialty, but no one
should be familiar with only a single branch of a sub-
ject; he would prove as monotonous as the man who
never reads but one book, and who quotes it at any and
all times. A specialist is tolerable if he be a great
specialist; otherwise, his mental acquirements had better
be so varied that, while he retains his individual strength,
he yet has in his possession more than one field wherein
he can use it. It would be interesting to know how great
is the number of music students who aspire to become
as famous as Bach or Beethoven, or some other heart’s
idol. It reminds one of what Higginson says apropos
of imagining one’s self an Englishm ,n
;
it is very easy,
he says, to carry it a step further, and be not only an
Englishman, but a prince in the bargain. But the wish
does not work the transformation, and a great many art
students must be content to be reckoned among the
lowly, and these are the ones to whom a broad, many-
sided intellectuality is most fitting.
It is often a matter for wonder with people, musi-
cal and otherwise, why they cannot derive as much
pleasure from classical music as they do from wha|_they
affectionately call ‘'their style” I wonder if it ever
occurred to these same individuals why they read the
newspapers that are printed in English rather than those
in modern Greek, or why they prefer King James’ version
to a copy of the Sacred Text in Hebrew or in Latin.
Music stands in a peculiar relation with the people in a
country so young as our own. It is not traditional with
us. It is not born within us to relate that certain ones
were great Atneric<n composers, that all our people
love them, that they have put a part of themselves and of
their nationality in their music. Music with us is an im-
ported article, and until we can produce, it wJl remain
as such. A florist can see no beauty in paper flowers,
though with true pride, and a feeling for what- is beau-
tiful, he might show you blossoms culled from his own
garden. We aim and profess to be cultured. That is
well
;
but how often do we nurse this feeling until, all at
once, an opinion slips from us on a most delicate point
in art. We think to have spoken wisely. Some one close
by knows all about the matter, and has mentally con-
demned us. It is a very fine thing to know when not to
say it. A few days ago I overheard this bit of erudite
conversation :
—
First Lady (without doubt a music teacher).—“Say I I’m readin’
a spl-endid book !”
Hecond Lady (probably the heart-confidant of number one).—“ Are
you? What is it?”
First Lady.—“it’s the life of John Sefcarjtian BacJfe, the great
piano-fort composer.”
“ Ah,” thought I, “one could guess, within a dollar
or two, how much you charge per quarter for lessons.
This arc of your in' ellect is large enough that from it one
can construct the whole circumference. ’
Comprehension is akin to charity in this: that it
should begin at home. We should know ourselves.
The example of the teacher has a far-reaching influence
upon the pupil. If the former is of a studious nature
himself, if he makes it a part of his daily work to
advance his own intellectual condition, then those whom
he is guiding will be little apt to embrace the popular
deception, that the diploma furnishes the education.
Can you imagine either Beethoven, or Goethe, or
Victor Hugo, or Herschel leaning back in a great easy-
cbair, ana saying complacently to himself, “ Good
Master, I am pleased with thee.”
No—never; such eulogistic egotism stifles. We
should remember what Longfellow says : “It is better
that men should Boon rakjfe up their minds to be for-
S
otten, and look about them, or within them, for some
igher motive in what thry do, than the approbation of
men, which is Fame—namely, their duty
;
that they
should be constantly and quietly at work, each in his
sphere, regardless of effects and leaving their fame to
take care of iyself.”*
We soon discover that in whatever we undertake to
learn, our comprehension of the subject is seldom given
to spontaneity
;
on the contrary, it grows very slowly.
If we consider the art of music to be so extensive that
in the span of life we can travel but a little way in it,
from where, I would like to know, is the time coming
in which we can lay aside our tools and say that we have
done enough? “Of all anxieties,” says Louis Ehlert,
that of feeling that our little acre has been superficially
or falsely cultivated is the most bitter.” I would the
sooner labor honestly, though in vain, than live in the
comatose happiness of idleness.
Comprehension, in fact all education, is a continual
unfolding
;
it is a development. We progress by thinking
upon all we have observed, by mentally working over all
the intellectual pabulum that we have collected. In
order to be ever gaining, we should be continually pro-
viding ourselves with new material for future use. We
soon begin to gather fruit from our own thoughts
;
the seeds of this fruit we sow, and soon we can reap
again.
This intellectual progress is like ascending a great
mountain. At every step the view is more magnificent.
We wonder how we could have been contented to remain
below in the valley. No conscientious artist will tol-
erate ignorance save as it leads him in further inquiry.
Did it ever occur to you what might have been the
train of thoughts to the didac'ic Fax when he decided to
call his book “ Gradus ad Parnassum?” I am sure
that he loved the elevation to which he had risen, but I
am even more certain that he looked yet upward.
Beethoven’s life was like the growth and florescence of
a magnificent plant; but he, when come to perfection,
was touched by the wand of Immortality, and the
beautiful flower became an Everlasting. Surely, the very
contemplation of those above us should make us blush
at our own inactivity. A.
Be high-minded in all you do
;
learn to love simplicity
;
know that greatness comes from beautifying little things
;
understand that great men are like blazing, dazzling
suns only to the ignorant
;
on those who would know them
they shed a kindly light, that warms with its sympathy
and makes the heart feel proud in the possession of its
mite. Another matter that should be especially noted
by us is the extent of our comprehension. This, too, has
a growth. It may be compared with one’s advancement
in acquiring a foreign language. At first, single words
demand the attention; but soon the mind becomes
str- nger
;
the import of two or three words is conceived
at once, then of a phrase, then of a sentence, and finally
the language is of practical use.
The progress from a five-finger exercise to a sonata
of Beethoven is only another parallel, but he who has
achieved this should be planning onward from the
sonata; yet how many think they have enough when
this much is posses-ed ! We might hope to hear of the
former
;
the latter should be labeled and stored away in
a museum, not really as curiosities, but as embryonic
fossils.
These thoughts are not idealistic, but thoroughly
practical, capable of application in every-day duty, be
it writing poems or tilling the soil. But we often doubt
because we fail to apply them with success. I think that
we would save ourselves much trouble by being content
to live within our microcosm. What does the critic mean
when he says, “ I do not like to hear opera in Ger-
man
;
it should be in Italian?” And while he gives voice
to his opinion, I am saying to myselft*T ‘ Why. Sir Critic,
you know nothing of eiiher German or Italian.” We
should drink of knowledge from the true fountain, not
from the muddy brook.
[For The Etude.]
PIANO TEACHING.
A very small proportion of the piano world is intel-
ligently teaching and learning to play the piano
;
the
rest, the larger class, are teaching and learning to play
piano pieces, not piano music, for that is something they
have never heard of.
The preponderance of piece players is caused by in-
efficient teaching. This is the great—not unknown, but
immensely known—factor in every department of knowl-
edge.
Pupils may possible excel their teachers, but, as a rule,
learners are more or less in the rear of tbeir teachers.
This is lamentably true in regard to the piano. Pa-
rents are, as a rule, utterly incompetent to choose a piano
teacher. Still less, are they qualified to keep discrimi-
nating eyes and ears upon the practicing. Two things
are, however, closely observed by them, the jingle of
“ tunes ” and the jingle of dollars. Their kind of teacher
has the same “jingle” duality. The pupils have only a
single jingle perception—that for tunes. Let such parents,
teachers and pupils be Catalogued as the " jinglers.”
'Hyperion,” Book I, Chapter Till.
Their feelings cannot be hurt, for they do not take The
Etude !
The advancement of piano playing depends wholly
upon teachers who never cease to be scholars. Excep-
tional pupils who struggle beyond their teachers are
usually swallowed up at last in technical quicksands.
The writer agrees with your editorial staff in the utter-
ance, that in non-essentials, if the thing is known, do
not “ claver ” about names.
The teacher who wishes to improve is capable of im-
provement, but does not, necessarily, improve. What
between “ schools.” “methods,” “specialties” and
“ specialists,” bewilderment is first experienced and
then despair.
To teach and learn piano playing it is absolutely neces-
sary to teach and to study the piano. A free application
of the term “a priori ” may be made right here : that
is, “ There are first things before everything ” In this
case, the first things are the Piano itself, Notation, Time,
Position, Literature and Expression. These “ first
things” may be studied without any bondage to men or
“schools.”
THE PIANO.
The piano must be studied as a tone producer, not as
merely producing sounds. A tone is a musical sound.
Striking one or more keys should result in one or
more tones, not mere sounds or, worse yet, noises.
“Pounding” and “banging” the keys are not effects
of excessive force, but of blows of any degree of force
which cause noise to result from a tone producer. Loud
and soft playing are, therefore, merely relative terms so
far as tone is concerned. No “ school ” or “ method ”
or “ specialist ” has any patent or mortgage on tone pro-
duction or “ short cut ” or “royal road” to the same.
The piano must be studied by teacher and pupil as a tone
producer.
notation.
Every printed character in music is an impression made
by a type. These, taken singly and in combination,
cover the ground of “ notation.” Here, again, is a wide
and neglected field for individual study. Much of this
field is slighted, and too much knowledge of it is as-
sumed. No new system of noiation can help inattention
or assumption. Nothing could be more symmetrical or
harmonious than the staff and the round notes. The
confusion in teaching and learning music with the present
notation is partly caused by the clefs. The G or treble
clef places G upon the second line of the staff, instead of
naming the first line as E. So also the F or bass clef
places F upon the fourth line of the staff, instead of nam-
ing the first line as G. The clefs should apply respect-
ively to the first line of the staff. Another element of
confusion is that the elements which should be named A
are called C ! That is, the keys and degrees of the staff
should be named alphabetically in their natural order.
The letters are used arbitrarily as names of tones, degrees,
and keys, but one is named C instead of A. All the
more reason why exactness of knowledge should be cul-
tivated and insisted upon. No queer-shaped notes can
relieve the present system of the difficulties caused by the
absurd infelicities of clefs and letters. Half of the
amount of study, however, which is applied to the
mastery of new forms, if given to the old, would conquer
the inherent difficulties of the case. Lamentable igno-
rance of the present notation is the cause of the spasmodic
growth of special note forms. The study of notation is ‘
also independent of any school or individual. It is a
matter of simple application.
,
TIME.
Time applies primarily to the pulses of a measure. No
one thing is dreaded by teachers and scholars more .than
“ counting.” Not one scholar in twenty will settle right
down to steady counting. How can any of tip nineteen
become useful teachers or correct players? As it is,
time, the most important element in piano playing, is, as
a matter of fact, the most neglected of all the elements
of piano technics. No exercise or piece should be prac-
ticed or read by any pianist- without counting. Here,
again, application is required and not high sounding titles
or pretentious claims.
POSITION.
This is the relation of the whole body of the performer
to the instrument—not merely the hands and arms, bat
also of all the other parts of the body. If the position
of the player be correct, an improper sound cannot be
produced without special effort. All secondary motions
of the body and limbs must be rigidly avoided. That is,
any motion not necessary in tone production is second-
ary. Flourishes with the hands, nodding the head, vio-
lent jerks of the body, crossing or squirming the legs,
jabbing or clawing the keys with the fingers, are all
deformities of position-
—
Yet mannerisms are special features of “patent”
teaching. Many teachers and “ schools ” may be recog-
nized by some peculiarity in the attitude of the performer.
This is mere imitation, not cultivation. There is a .
philosophy of position that mast be sought for among
the mass of confused and contradictory utterances of
men and books. One pnpil of the writer who endeavors
WW?
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conscientiously to do just what she is taught, invariably
gives pleasure to both eje and ear when she plays. A
very common remark in regard to her position is, “ I
never knew before that there was any pleasure in watch-
ing a piano player.” It is a common experience in the
family to observe those who hear her play for the first
time. A casual glance at the player is inevitably
followed by the most absorbing attention to her “execu-
tion.” This is simply due to her nearness to nature in
position and action. Seen through a glass thick enough
to exclude sound, no ,one could tell whether she were
playing ff or pp. Natural position gives the player per-
fect command of the instrument. The pedals shoula be
just reachable by the right foot. The back of the hand
and forearm should form a horizontal line falling in a
curve at the knuckles and rising at the elbow. This
position causes a gentle inclination of the body toward
the piano, and enables the player to reach either end of
the keyboard with both hands by a very slight forward
and lateral b-nding of the body. The forward inclina-
tion brings the weight of the body to bear when force is
required. The stool stands almost twice the usual dis-
tance from the piano. No one who has fairly tried this
position can be induced to take any other. Yet position
is*to be studied independently, and the best for the given
performer is to be selected.
LITERATURE.
The literature of the piano properly includes every
I
thing written for or about the instrument. Treat every
composition according to the principle back of the
score or text. The writer of piece or theory should
have a reason, to be found in score or text, for every
tone to be produced or motion required. Challenge
everything, and “swallow” nothing, however “great”
may be the name attached. Here is particularly the
place where the student parts company with “ jinglers ”
and imitators. The final test of merit in an instrumen-
tal composition is the accompaniment, not the melody.
EXPRESSION.
Do not take, or allow any liberty to be taken, with the
work of the composer. His directions should be
followed and his limitations observed. To express the
thought of the writer should be the aim of the student.
Never teach or learn an “easy” piece. This is death
to the “jingle ” mob. Easy pieces are devoid of charac-
ter, and are produced and played by the yard. Difficult
music becomes easy to culture, but it is not easy in
itself. The entire range of expression lies between and
pp. adagio and prestissimo. The meaning of all the
signs and terms within these boundaries must be
mastered and applied in loco.
GENERAL REMARK.
The “ first things ” herein considered are the common
treasure of pianistic art. They can be secured by per-
sonal effort, and without pronouncing any “shibboleth.”
No one can teach the piano by teaching any “ system,”
“method” or school. Teach the instrument itself, or
abandon the art. Teach for art life, not for a living.
Chas. W. Wood.
[For The Etude.]
INDIVIDUALIZING.
We are told by Herodotus that the ancient Egyptian
priests, who were also the physicians of the country,
treated the various diseases of the human body in a
mode which was characteristic to that people, whose
very laws, in all departments of life, were immutable,
and from which no deviation was ever permitted. No
matter what the nature of the sickness or its cause might
have been, no matter how the physical constitution of the
patients differed from one another, the treatment was
alike. On a certain day of the week, or on a certain
phase of the moon, one remedy was prescribed to every
patient, while another one was applied on different days
and occasions. History, of course, has left no records
of the victims who were thus launched into untimely
graves by such an unscientific treatment.
Strange as it may appear, we have in our profession
not a few music teachers who are daily imitating those
ancient AEaculapii by the manner in which they impart
instruction to the pupils given into their charge. Who
knows but that they also are killing many a latent
talent or ruining forever what might have developed
into a solid and well-trained artist or amateur. There is,
undoubtedly, a class of teachers who cannot, or will not,
indwvduaHzfi—teachers who are treating the talented
and the dull somewhat in the manner in which the
grocery clerk marks his packages—with a stencil. And
yet it is of the greatest importance to vary the plan of
instruction according to the Individual capacities of each
pupil, and it will not be long for the experienced
instructor to find out who of his pupils will make solid
progress and who is like the turnip, from which “no
blood can be drawn.”
Then, the first question arising in the mind of the
teacher is : Am I not in honor bound to rrfuse keeping
such of my pupils whom I positively know that they
will never become good players? Must not the money
I receive for tuition burn like fiery coal in my hands?
Do I not bring disrepute to my name as a man and as a
teacher if I continue the tantalizing work to instruct with
so little success? Don’t give up, dear sufferer! Your
honor and reputation are in no wise at stake so long as
you are conscientiously and perseveringly doing the best
you can under the circumstances. I know of only one
class of pupils who are hopelessly beyond the possibility
of improving, and they are the lazy ones, who never
come to a lesson well prepared for a new study ; and the
sooner they are dismissed from the class—though a few
dollars may be lost—the more certain will the teacher
gain in self-respect and in the estimation of the world
around him. As for those whose natural gifts are less
brilliant and whose conception is rather dull, there is
hope for their attaining a fair degree of proficiency,
adverse as the circumstances may appear. Individualize.
dear teacher! Put aside your “ own system,” “often
tried and never denied ” (never? oh, hardly ever), and
forget not the lines of the German poet :
—
“ Eines schickt sich nicht fur alle,
Sehe jeder, wie er’s treibe—
”
One thing does not suit everybody
;
let each find his
own method.
It is quite natural that the teacher should prefer to
instruct the talented, and thus be able to show his skill
in teaching ; but he is no real teacher who is lacking the
most essential qualitiesin the profession, namely, patience
and perseverance. These two words manifest their
magical power, which opens the Sesame door of a thick
skull and a benumbed intelligence. But it requires also
—individualizing. This is first shown in the proper
selection of instruction books. You may have success-
fully taught dozens of your pupils from Urbach or other
good works but you will be sure to fail if you insist upon
treating all your scholars alike and giving them the same
material to learn from. The fault with most of these
instruction books, even the best, is that they jump in-
judiciously from one grade to another, without being
exhaustive in either. Their arrangement, though cover
ing a large field of musical matter, is not so methodical
as to furnish all the necessary examples for all sorts of
pupils—bright, mediocre and obtuse. They give too
much, and yet too little. It is a conceded fact, that the
formation of a good hand, a firm and yet elastic touch,
is of the most vital importance. Technical studies alone
can accomplish this, and they cannot be commenced too
soon. But here again the necessity presents itself to
teachers to judiciously individualize. Or would it not
testify to a want of proper judgment if the weaker pupils
should be required to play from Plaidy (Caecilia edition)
the exercises in the counter-movement aiid in difficult keys
before mastering the parallel motion, as Henri Herz, in
his “ gammes,” proposes? It is much more difficult to
supply the less gifted with appropriate material than
those with more aptitude to learn; hence, again, I say
the sagacious instructor alone knows how to individualize;
he will even stoop down from the high horse of “system ”
and dispense in some individual cases, and fora time at
least, with systematically-arranged technical studies.
He will find out that well-selected pieces, written by
practical teachers, such as Burgmuller, Spindler,
Loeshhorn, Lichner and others, are not only more
palatable to the taste of the majority of children, but
will also develop the flexibility of the fingers considerably.
Many years age I deemed it an unpardonable sin, nay,
a dereliction of duty, to cater in some degree to the taste
(or call it the whims) of the parents, and the .result was
—loss of pupils, and the admonition that, if I wanted to
be a popular teacher, I must give popular music, and no
“ studies and technics.” We are getting in this country
mighty practical, and I will not deny that I profited by
the kind advice, at least I concluded to give the medicine
sugar-coated, or as the Britons drink their porter and ale
—half and half, Yes, we all are, from necessity, driven
to. individualize, however distasteful and unsatisfactory
this method may be, in some cases, to our better
judgment. The gardener knows that different kinds of
soil will produce different fruits and flowers
;
are not we
also gardeners, who ought to know which class of seed
corn is best adapted ?
During a long career as teacher, I have never found it
necessary to change my plan of solid study with pupils
of bright intellect and quick conception. The interference
never comes from parents who are daily witnessing
the rapid progress of their gifted children, and who,
therefore, place implicit confidence in the teacher’s
method. But the stolid and the dull require a deviation
from fixed systems, or, as I have called it, an individual-
izing instruction. Teachers that are unwilling to yield
so much of their favored plans will then, sooner or later,
find that those who employ them may themselves adopt
the method of individualizing
,
by simply changing the
“ individual ” that will not yield for one that will.
G. S. Enskl.
CONCERT PROGRAMMES.
Hillsdale College
,
Michigan. H. M. Chase, Musical
Director.
Part Song, Evening, Sullivan
; Quartette, Freedom in
Song, Marschner : Aria, In the Woods at Early Morn,
Don Munio, Buck
;
Chorus. Our Victorious Banner,
Benedict; Piano. Nocturne, Ravina; Quartette, The Lord
is My Shepherd. Female Voices, Schubert; Chorus, Ail
we like Sheep have gone Astray, Messiah, Handel
;
Piano, Sonata, Op. 7, Allegro motto e con brio, Beet-
hoven
;
Glee, Rise! Sleep No More, Benedict; The
42d Psalm, As the Hart Pants, Mendelssohn.
Cleveland Conservatory of Music.
Duette, Two Pianos, Horn inage a Handel, Moscheles
Violin, Andante et Capriccioso, David; Vocal, Angels’
Serenade, Braga
;
Piano, (a) Moment Musicale, Mosz-
kowski
; (6) Gavotte, Op. 25, Wilson G. Smith ; Violin,
Chaconne, for Violin alone, Bach ; Violoncello, (a)
Romanze, Davidoff.; (b) Gavotte in D, Popper; Vocal,
Last Night, Kjerulf
;
Violin, (a) Adagio from Suite No.
3, Fr. Rtes ; (6) Spanish Dance, Sarasate.
Millersburg Female College, Kentucky.
Chorus, The Fisherman, Gabussi
; Instrumental Quar-
tette, Homage to Verdi, Duroc
;
Voeal Solo, A Song of
Spring, Mendelssohn : Instrumental Solo, Sonatine,
Clementi
;
Vocal Solo, Magnetic Waltz, Arditi
;
Instru-
mental Solo, Moreeau en forme d’Etude, Wollenhaupt
Vocal So o, The Message, Biuraenthal : Instrumental
Solo, Andante Favori, Mozart- Bendel
;
May Breezes,
Josef Loew
;
Vocal Solo, The Star, Arditi; Vocal Duet,
O Wert Thou in the Cauld Blast, Mendelssohn
;
Instru-
mental Quartette, Battle March of the Priests in Athalia,
Mendelssohn, Aug. Horn; Vocal Trio, Distant Bells,
Glover; Chorus, Night in Venice, Lueantoni
;
Instru-
mental Solo, On the Barge, Bendel
;
Piano Solo,
Concerto in G Minor, Mendelssohn, with Second Piano
Accompaniment; Vocal Solo, Language of Love, Faust,
Gounod; Instrumental Solo, La Gaiete, Moscheles;
Vocal Solo, Suabian Maiden, Proch
;
Vocal Solo, Queen
of the Night, Torry
;
Instrumental Solo, Invitation a la
Danse, Von Weber; Vocal Solo, Serenade, Schubert
:
Instrumental Quartette, Overture Merry Wives of Wind-
sor, Nicolai
;
Chorus, The Mariners, Randegger.
Virginia Female Institute
,
Staunton, Virginia F. K.
Webb
,
Musical Director,
Overture. Figaro’s Hochzeit, two Pianos, Mozart;
Spinning Chorus, Flying Dutchman, Wagner; Piano
Solo, Souvenir de Faust, De Eontski
;
Vocal Solo, Stac-
cato Polka. Mulder; Overture, La Dame Blanche, two '
Pianos, Boieldieu; Vocal Solo, Angel's Serenade, Organ
Obligato, Braga; Allegro con brio from Symphonic
Eroique, two Pianos, Beethoven; Vocal Solo, Sogno
a’amor, Gregh
;
Marche Militaire, two Pianos, Boyer;
Semi Chorus, Bel Raggio Lusinghier. from Setpiramide,
Rossini
;
Duett, Poiacca Brilliante, Op. 72, two Pianos,
Weber; Overture, Tannhauser, two Pianos, Wagner;
Chorus, I waited for the Lord, Mendelssohn
; Coronation
March from “The Prophet,” Meyerbeer; Vocal Duett,
Sweet Pleasures on the Waters, Visconti
;
Piano Solo,
Finale from Concerto, in G minor, Op. 25, Mendelssohn;
Vocal Solo, Qui la Voce, from II Puntani, Bellini
;
Over-
ture, Merry Wives of Windsor, two Pianos, Nicolai.
Danville College for Young Ladies
,
Danville, Va.
Norman W. H. Schafer, Director of Music.
Piano Duett, Valse Brilliant, Burgmuller
;
Piano
Solo, Dying Poet, Gottschalk
;
Song, Once Again,
Sullivan
;
Piano Solo, Sonate No. 14, Mozart ; Piano
Solo, Tarantella, Op. 43, Thome ; Chorus, Annie
Laurie, —
;
Piano Duett, Sonate, Op. 32, Di&beiii
;
Piano Solo, Air Anglais, Thalberg
;
Piano Solo, Ma-
zurka, No. 2, Schafer; Poiacca Brilliante, Op. 72,
Weber; Vocal Duett, When the Stars are Brightly
Shining, Geibel
;
Piano Duett, Overture, Poet and
Peasant, Suppe
;
Piano Solo, Sonate, Op. 28, Beethoven;
Piano Solo, Defile March, Ketterer; Chorus, Merrily on
Ocean Spray, Richards; Piano Duett, Rhapsodic, No. 2,
Liszt; Piano Solo, Grand Valse de Concert, Mattei
;
Piano Quartette, March Tannhauser, Wagner.
Caldwell and Bell Colleges, Danville, Kentucky. Miss
Mary M. Ritchie, Musical Director.
Two Pianos, Spanish Tanze, Op. 12, Moszkowski
;
Solo, Consider the Lilies, Topliff; Piano Duet, Le
Dames de Seville, Op. 48, Schubert; Piano Solos, (a)
Valse, Op. 70, Chopin
; (b) Sonate, Op. 26, Beethoven ;
Vocal Solo, La Primavera, Torry
;
Piano Duett, La
Chasse Infernale, Op. 23, Rolling ; Piano Solo, Le *.
Reveil du Lion, Op. 115, De Kontski; Piano Duet,
Rhapsodie Hongoroise, No. 2, Liszt; Vocal Solo, The
Lover and the Bird, Guglielmo; Piano Solo, Danse des
Sorcieres, De Eontski
;
Flute Solo, Le Babilliard.Op.23,
Terschak
;
Vocal Solo, Una Voce Poca Fa, Rossini;
Piano Solo, Concerto, G Minor, Second Piano Accom-
paniment, Moscheles.
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GOUNOD’S ADVICE.
To the Editor of the Etude •.
—
Some few weeks ago, Mr. St. Saens requested Mr.
Charles Gounod to say how much time daily, in his
opinion, young ladies should devote to piano practice.
Mr. Gounod’s reply, subsequently cabled to a. New
York daily, was short and positive : “ The leas time
the better, unless the young lady studies for the profes-
sion,” briefly concluding, “ Voild mon opinion, je vous
la livre,” which, translated, means, “ Here you hare my
opinion
;
I give it yon freely.”
The reader who receives impressions without caring
to reason much may quite likely approve the great mu-
sician’s verdict, and those who are not particularly
musical, or are the victims of continued piano dram-
ming in their immediate neighborhood at home, may
likewise endorse expressions condemnatory of noisy
practice.
It is true, music, when not wanted, is burdensome, and
still more annoying when of a poor quality. The thinker,
the writer, the educated musician, or the tired and
the sick, all execrate and denounce noise, musical or
otherwise, when quiet and restare needed. In fact, in-
strumental and vocal practice is rarely agreeable to
others, and it is to be hoped that the time is very near, in
this ingenious age, when the sound of instruments can
be sufficiently reduced by simple contrivances to prevent
its traveling much beyond the room, yet have it retain
enough good tone quality to preserve utility of practice.
Reading over Gounod’s letter a second time, and think-
ing it over carefully, the musician who has the progress
of music at heart muaLcome to the conclusion that it is
an exceedingly superficial and thoughtless document.
Concerning its intended effect, that of checking piano
practice, I do not believe the young lady could be found
willing to give up the pleasure of occupying herself with
music, or lessen the time usually given to it, because a
great musician has bidden her to do so.
Much better would it have been to pass word along
the line of the grand army of teachers to urge and in-
duce a more serious and careful study of the art, con-
demning all frivolous and superficial tampering with
things holy. Such an opinion delivered by a Gounod to
a Saint Saens might have done much good ! To recom-
mend “as little practice as possible,” is to encourage the
superficial dallying and trifling so degrading to the
person and injurious to the art. The progress of music
is, in a very large measure, if not wholly, dependent
upon the manner in which the most complete and popu-
lar instrument, the piano, is studied. . • 1 he piano plays
an important part in almost every attempt to produce
music (be it by amateur or professional) where an orches-
tra is not employed.
What would the future be of great musicians like Mr.
Gounod, what the beneficial influence of their music,
were the advice of the master just named carried to its
last logical consequence?
To stop all amateurs from making good music (the
“ least possible practice” cannot produce it) would be
to consign it to the professional student or graduated
musician—equivalent to a speedy return to the middle
ages, when the arts and the sciences were cultivated al-
most exclusively in monasteries.
a
Musical taste among the people would soon begin to
decay, and the music of the masters, no longer acces-
sible because too difficult, would gradually be forgotten.
The audiences who used to enjoy opera and oratorio,
concert and musical soirees, would constantly decrease,
and in the end, poor Mr. Gounod unknown and alone,
would reap the full reward of his hasty letter. -
The young lady (or gentleman; of to lay who loves
music is a much more important personage than Mr.
Gounod seems willing to admit. It is much better for all
concerned, Mr. Gounod included, that she should be
allowed to pursue her musical studies as devotedly as
possible, rather than slight them and waste her time
with “as little as possible”—that is, superficial—piano
GRADE ON A SCALE OF lO
No. 4.—PIANO,
FROM THEODORE PRESSER.
WILSON O. SMITH.
Five Characteristic Pieces.
“Arietta.” C
“ Capriccietto. ” El
“ Romance.” B!
“Humoresque.” G
“ Mazurka/’ B
“ Humoresque.” G
“ Schumanesque.” A
S. N. PENFIELD.
“ On the Mountain.” C
ROBERT GOLDBECK.
‘ 1 Idylle- Reverie. ’ ’ A
C. P. HOFFMAN.
“Gavotte Marie.” B
DORSET W. HYDE.
“ Valse.” C
STEPHEN A. EMERY.
“ Piano-Forte Recreations for equalizing the execution of
both hands.”
“Prelude.” A
“ Fingertwist.” C
“Intermezzo.” E
“ Andante.” G
“ Impromptu.” B
“ Caprice.” D
“ Twelve Tone Paintings.” (One in each major key.)
“ In the Boat.” C
“ The Merry Party.” G
“ The Spring Morning.” F
“ The Grasshopp er’s Song.” B
“ The Fortune Teller.” A
“ A Summer Song.” E
“ In the Hammock.” E
“ The Organist’s Story.” A
“ The Canary Bird.” B
“ Gipsey Dance.” D
“ Sun and Shade. ” G
“Up and Away ! Scherzo.” D
LOUIS MAAS.
“Three Impromptus.”
. A
“ Tarantella.” G
“ Reverie du Soir.” E
“ Valse Allemande.” F
E. A. MACDOW ELL.
“ First Modern Suite.” E
“ Prelude and Fugue.” D
“Serenade.” B
“ Hexentong.” B
‘
‘ Humoreske. ” A
ARTHUR WHITING.
“ Concert Etude.” E
“ Quasi Sarab&ade.” D
A. D. TURNER.
“ Etude de Concert." (f rhythm.) E
“ Two Preludes and Fugues in Octaves.” G
“ Syncopation Study.” F
“ Syncopation Study.” C:
“ Etude for crossing Left Hand over Right.” C
“ Etude for crossing R ght Hand over Left.” G
“ Four Melodious Studies for Left Hand only.”
A. D. TURNER.
“ Christmas,” a little Suite.
WM. H. SHERWOOD.
“Prelude." A
“Idylle” A
“Greetings.” C
“ Regrets.” * E
“Novelette.” C
“ Mazurka.” A
“ Scherzo- Caprice.” Gi
DUDLEY BUCK.
“ Scherzo- Caprice.” B
ROBERT GOLDBECK.
“Despair.”
. A
“ Fidelity.” F
“ Song of Rest.” F:
“ D6sir de R6tour.” F
“ Weeping Rock.” E
“ Manitou.” A
“ Beyond.” t B
WILLIAM MASON.
“Ballade.” * B
“ Monody.” Bl
“ Ballade and Barcarole.” G
“ Prelude.” A
“Scherzo.” A
“Novelette.” F
“ Romance Etude.” (J
“Berceuse.” A
w. F. SUDDS.
“A Revel in Melody.” A
comprehei
lOO THE ETUDE.
[For The Etude.]
ELEMENTARY PIANO INSTRUC-
TIONS.
BY ALOYS HENNES,
Author of the “ Letters on Piano Instructions.” Translated by
F. J. THOMPSON.
The taste for music in the course of time has become
so deeply rooted in the history of human progress and
the desire for musical culture among the young of to-
day so general, that it seems superfluous to attempt to
add anything further to the wonderful art of tone-lan-
g«age-
.
Were one to attempt to write against the present mode
of teaching music because all efforts in this field are not
crowned with success, and attempt to dissuade parents
from employing the present methods, it would be a task
in vain ; because if one member of a class is successful
it will unknowingly mislead others into a similar desire
for piano forte instructions. This result is ever the effect
of the indwelling magic of the rone-art.
For all time this matter will continue, and piano-forte
instructions be regarded as not an unimportant part of
the child’s education.
It cannot be denied that a properly-conducted musical
education assists materially in the cultivation of the
mind, as well as in the ennobling of the heart, and hence
it becomes so much more the duty of the instructor to
see that every scholar shall attain that degree of perfec-
tion which his natural endowments have placed within
his reach.
If this degree should not extend to the heights of un-
questioned artistic excellence, the scholar, by proper
instructions, can—at least—attain that degree of pro
fieiency by which he can give pleasure to himself and to
others, and with the knowledge so acquired he can bet-
ter appreciate and enjoy listening to musical entertain-
ments than those who are not musically educated.
The solution of the question of piano-forte instructions
is, as a rule, not d fficult among children of musical
parents. Not because musical parents always transmit
their talents to the offspring, for experience ofttimes
prov-s the contrary, but upon wholly other grounds.
The great advantage which the teaching of music has
among children of musical parents, lies in the fact that
such parents have more sensible views on the subject.
Thus, for example, they know that to a successful course
of instructions belongs, above all, a good instrument,
then an excellent teacher and-fit>t class materials for the
instructions : and they further know that the elementary
course demands the greatest care and solicitude
;
for
that which is either neglected or wrongly imparted in the
primary course can seldom be rectified later on. In-
structions to children of non- musical parents are, in
deed, much more difficult, because they often think
some poorly-kept, played-out instrument is good enough
for the elementary lessons. And after the choice of the
teacher is determined by the cheapness of his fee rather
than by his ability or fitness and often when teacher and
instrument are provided, they deem the material for in-
struction of little or no importance, especially if some
old piano forte method be at hand out of which this one
or that one has been taught.
If, by chance, they should have the good fortune to
secure the services of a good teacher, they are continu-
ally tormenting his life by attempting to interfere with
his systematic course, and are forever suggesting this or
that popular piece, and if remonstrated with, they ex-
claim : “ We do not intend to make an artist of our
daughter, but that she may play for her amusement
only.”
It is for such reasons as these that the assertion is
often made, “That great sums of money are wasted on
piano-forte instructions,” and it has, alas, some founda-
tion.
This is more apt to be the case in those cities where
the present generation (perhaps on account of the pre
ailing custom) is first induced to take lessons in piano-
forte playing. And. as a rule, the taste for music in
those cities is enkindled by orchestral concerts, amid
the clatter of plates, beer, and cigar smoke, than by
concerts and musical entertainments at which the public
join in chorus singing.*
This condition of affairs is rendered worse for the rea-
j
son that in those cities there is always a host of “ un-
knowns,” who dabble in piano forte instructions be-
cause they find among unmusical parents a rich field in
which to dispose of their ignorance. In no other domain
of professional labor is this imposition so easy as in
piano -forte teaching. While other professions are regu-
lated by law, the field to piano-forte teaching is free to
all.
What is necessary only, is to win the confidence of the
pnblic ; real merit too often is not considered. Witness
the many young ladies who, having scarcely graduated,
For this reason there is to be found a much higher musical cul-
ture in those cities, rich In song, situated along the Bhine, in
many cities of North Germany.
hasten to assume the name of music teacher, without
having even a faint idea of the true duties of a teacher.
Many lady teachers also, who “Teach all Branches,”
believe themselves capable of properly instructing chil-
dren in the rudiments of music, while they have not the
slightest conception of touch or expression. Also many
school teachers and members of orchestras add this as
an additional business without knowing what properly
belongs to piano-forte instructions.
This unlicensed liberty to teach the piano forte is en-
tirely wrong. If one be unqualified to teach he should
not be allowed to do so. If one be qualified it is no hard-
ship for him to obtain proper authority to give instruc-
tions. If one be incompetent he can become competent
by applying to the right source for knowledge. Strong
will-power, with an innate desire for learning, has been
the means of elevating many to eminence who did not
possess any particular natural talent. Hence, so much
more is it a duty to be able to impart a clear understand-
ing of the subject, and to avoid all false methods of in-
structions.
He who will teach must never cease to study.
One must not believe that it is those only who, lacking
a sufficient musical education, and considering piano-
forte teaching a convenient and easy way of gaining a
livelihood, are the only ones to do irreparable mischief;
it is those also whose musical knowledge cannot in
the least be questioned who often adopt a method of
teaching that is ruinous to the scholar.
It does not follow that a person is a good teacher be
cause he is a good player, for experience often proves
the contrary.
Yet the public generally seem to comprehend this
fact the least, for if one’s playing suit, he is at once put
down as a first-class teacher, and it is seldom the case that
superior players are good in the elementary instructions
;
for these instructions seem to lie as far removed from
even a true artist, as the instructions in a country school
lie from a college professor.
In order to successfully instruct, one must possess a
talent for teaching, and nature has given this talent to
but a very few persons.
If one wishes to be convinced of the truth of this, let
him go into a strange city and inquire after a certain
street. Everywhere will he find people who will so
minutely describe the way, and illustrate it by “ turn to
your left,” “turn to your right,” “go straight on,”
“ then cross over,” etc., that for a few moments he will
be bewildered and lost.
But one possessing a talent for teaching in such a case
would say : “ Go in this direction to such and such a
street, either to the right or left, and there inquire fur-
ther.”
Say that only which you know is necessary and which
can be remembered at the time
,
and keep silent about
those things which you know
,
for the time being, are un-
necessary. This is the method of a true teacher.
Thus the chi:d’s study-room too often presents the op-
portunity of convincing one’s self of the rarity of this
talent. How often things are there explained with
words which of themselves need explaining.
Those only who have the power to analyze, and to put
together again the dissected parts at the proper time,
can become teachers, the result of whose instructions
will always be certain.
It is, then, not surprising if many musically-cultivated
scholars, who, having learned the power of analyzation
at school, often become better teachers for beginners on
the piano-forte than many academically-educated musi-
cians who thought of nothing except technics, and being
fascinated by these, had let themselves believe that the
study necessary to become a good teacher, was entirely
useless and unnecessary. ....
{To be continued.)
[For The Etude.]
GOOD INSTRUCTION.
BY E. M. SEFTON.
In this day of sharp competition, when success so
much depends upon the proper utilization of time and
money at certain stages of one’s development, a ques-
tion worthy of careful considera'ion by teacher, pupil
and patron alike, is, “ What constitutes good instruc-
tion? ”
With the experience of the practical mind of the past,
the helps of the present, and the inheritance of native
ingenuity and £act, the teacher of to-day should be able
to give wmcA knowledge in a very short space of time
;
but how often db we see this reversed, and much time
consumed in giving a very little of inferior information.
The first remedy to suggest for the last-named fault
is the awakening of the teacher to the responsibility of
his position.
When a child with a bright mind, a vigorous body, and
a spotless moral nature is placed under his tuition, who
can measure the length, breadth and depth of his re-
sponsibility? That child's success, that child’s happi-
ness, that child ’
b
future influence, and consequent use-
fulness, is as clay in the potter’s hands. Shall it be
moulded into a vessel of honor or dishonor?
Shall we roll and prostitute that diamond mind in the
dust and mire of idleness and false instruction, while the
golden moments for its polishing and setting are fast
passing, never to be recalled ?
He should know that one year can forever place a
pupil in the van or rear of his chosen profession in the
d«y in which he lives, as the time is well or poorly spent.
One should feel in his heart, when a pupil comes to him,
I want that pupil to succeed
;
I want to do him good
;
I am interested in his future.” If one has not feelings
kindred to these, it is his duty to modulate out of the
profession.
How dare one plant seed that will dwarf, sap and poi-
son body, mind and soul, and destroy the usefulness and
success of any one ! This one is sure to do unless he
have an interest in his pupil and a devotion to his art
greater than the pecuniary gain can create.
When a teacher feels properly his responsibility, it be-
comes an incentive to thorough preparation of the sub-
ject taught, certainly an indispensable prerequisite to
honest instruction. Fundamental principles must be
made a part of one’s self. Methods must be practical
and well in hand. One should have a comprehensive
knowledge of the powers—mental, moral and physi cal
—
of the pupil. Their relation to each other, the influence
which the subject taught shall exert upon them, and the
art they perform in the acquisition of this knowledge,
n short, a good teacher must be a philosopher. In
beginning with a pupil, how shall one proceed in order
to accomplish the most in the shortest space of time ?
We would answer, first of all, direct the attention of
the pupil to a study of s-lf. Let him look in and see
what there is of him. Show him that he has a mind
capable of thinking
;
a reason, the use of which finds
the cause of certain effects, and vice versfi.
;
a memory
that retains
;
a will that controls. Show the influence
and power which these exert over the physical or mus-
cular nature. Let him know that development, in all
cases, depends on a proper exercise of these organs in
question
;
that symmetrical development only is proper
and healthy. ,
Education is not so much the storing of the mind with
abstract truths as a disciplining of the mental powers to
a quick and vigorous comprehension of tht-se truths and
a systematic arrangement of them on the tablets of
memory for future use,
Facts are often promiscuously dumped on the mind,
never to be properly used, because of the sluggish and
dormant action of the undeveloped thinking powers. If
we can get a pupil to thinking, the first great task is done.
When a pupil knows his powers and how they should
be used, then should follow the fundamental principles
of the subject taught. In music, by illustrations, such as
the regular pulsing of the heart with its governing influ-
eiufeoVerour movements, our thoughts and speech, the
regularity of the swells—heart-beats of the ocean, the
pulse of the wind as shown in the fields of waving grain,
the rhyme of lyric poetry, and in thousands of other forms
of life’s pulsations, lead the pupil to a comprehension of
rhythm
,
that foundation-stone of music.
Let him think and feel the effect of beats, and all con-
ceivable subdivisions of the same, such as we have when
we play, two, three, four,' five and six notes, a dotted
eighth and sixteenth, or eighth and two sixteenths to a
beat. The pupil should be able to think out the effect
these subdivisions produce, otherwise, they are not
independent, and are liable to have a halting or limping
time. In other words, the mental process must precede
any intelligent action and ease, and rapidity of progress
(in technics) depends on the scope and agility of the
aforesaid mental process.
In like manner, let this musical thinking be carried to
embrace phrases, sections, periods and forms. With
the same care should be taught tone relationship.
Let the pupil think of each tone of a scale and its
accidentals as having an individuality as marked as that
of as many different people. Let him think half step,
step, etc.
,
and he will be able to think out his melodies,
and eventually the harmonies. In technics let him
understand that the mind, with the will, operates all the
machinery used; that the development of any muscle
depends largely upon the fixing of the mental powers on
that muscle during the time of exercise. To do all
these, with the many kindred things going with them,
requires some time, it is true, but not half as much as is
often consumed. A full comprehension of any truth
we seldom, if ever, reach
;
but where a pupil is led step
by step to consider intelligently these fundamental
principles, they are then capable of self education, and
when tnis point has been reached, the teacher’s respon-
sibility largely ends. When teachers strive to produce
symmetrically-developed pupils with active, indepen-
dent thinking powers giving at the same time a compre-
hensive knowledge of the foundation stones of the subject
taught
;
when pupils learn the value'Of time and oppor-
tunities, and seek the instructor who can give the most
with the least expenditure of time and energy; when
patrons know what good instruction is, and demand it,
then shall honeBt labor on the part of all be rewarded.
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LETTER FROM GERMANY,
Editor of The Etude:
—
Berlin, May 28th, 1887.
The musical season for this year is just about over,
every concert is thought to be the last effort of the expir-
ing season, but still they linger on, Bruch’s “ Achii-
leus” was given a fine rendering by the Sternischer
Choral Society and the Philharmonic Orchestra, but the
work was very long and tiresome. There are many beau-
tiful passages, full of pathos and tenderness, but much
of it is utterly meaningless, ‘‘empty sound,” as one
critic terms it. Like much recent music, it is a combina-
tion of all schools, with a decided touch of Wagner.
Mr. Frank van der Stucken, of New York, gave a
concert with the Philharmonic Orchestra, assisted by
Arthur Friedheim. Some of his own compositions and
Rubinstein’s new symphony in A mipor were played.
Friedheim played Liszt’s concerto in Eb, using a Chicker-
ing Grand, heard here for the first time. The concert was
much of a success, both the conducting and the direc-
tor’s songs being much praised by Berlin critics.
I must write yon about the concert given by The
Scharwenka’s Conservatory, although it occurred some
time ago. Five of his best pupils appeared, with a pro-
Smme including Beethoven’s Concerto in G, St,ms’ Concerto in G minor, Grieg’s in A minor, and
Scharwenka’s own Concerto in C minor. The concert
was given with a good deal of eclat in the Concert
Haus, and made a really striking success. Miss Minnie
Stowell, of Peoria, 111., scored the greatest triumph and
was the only American who appeared. Her technic in
the St. Saens’ Concerto was very even and brilliant, and
her manner at the keyboard has a calm self-reliance sel-
dom seen in so young a pianist She was spoken of in
the Yolks Zeitung as a “ Sophie Menter in the bad.”
A concert for the benefit of the Philharmonic orches-
tral fund was given last evening, at which Joachim played
three solos, including the Eb Concerto for violin and the
Kreutzer Sonata from Beethoven. The house was
crowded and the applause tremendous. This concert
closed the Philharmonic season until October. Berlin
has long been in need of a large concert hall, and at last
the owners of the Philharmonic half have a project,
which, if carried out, will give us the long-needed hall.
They intend to rebuild their Saal on a large scale. The
new hall will accommodate 2000 persons, and have stand
ing room for 1000 more. A permanent stage, with room
for an orchestra of 100 and a chorus of 600, will be built,
and a large organ, on the same plan as the one in the
new Gewaadhaus in Leipzig, will be placed here. There
will be large promenade halls, anew entrance, and rooms
for wraps. Von Bulow has given 1000 marks toward the ;
orchestra fund.
( Herr Niemann goes in the fall again to America, ac-
companied by his wife, who has a fine reputation here on
the dramatic stage.
.
America draws snore and more of
the European artists every year. Klindworth, too,
goes to New York in the autumn. It was at first an-
nounced that he was to direct Thomas’ orchestra, but he
has contradicted the report, and asserts it to be purely a
pleasure trip. It raises the wrath of the Berlin critics to
lose one of their noted artists by their going to the
United States even for a short time.
Arthur Friedheim and Bernard Stavenhagen have an-
nounced that they will give lessons in Weimar this sum-
mer free to talented pupils. The latter especially has
won immense laurels by his concerts all over Europe this
winter. L He is pronounced second to no one in technic,
and with a fire and vigor entirely his own.
D’ Albert has established his reputation as the first
pianist of the day without a doubt. His recent Russian
concert tour has brought him showers of praises. The
critics cannot find words enough to express their admi-
ration. One writes, “ Name Biilow and Rubinstein in
one word, and yon have d’Albert.”
In June the 11th, 12th, 14th and 16th, will be in Dres-
den another representation of the Niblugen Ring of Wag-
ner, at which Fel. Nalten and Herr Gudchus will sing
the leading rdles.
_
St. S&ens' new opera, “ Henry VIII,” was recently
hissed at its performance in Marseilles
;
the curtain had
to be lowered and the money refunded.
A new work on Robert Schumann has been recently
published, entitled. “ Life and Works of Robert Schu-
mann,” by Heinrich Reimann. It is pronounced the
... best work on the great master yet published. and makes
its appearance at a time when the great master’s reputa-
tion is at its highest. G. F.
4«rsta and ^wtirm.
Ques.—-What studies would yon recommend for a
person who is a very good pianist and wishes to study
the pipe organ ?
Ans.—The “ 44 Pedal Studies,” by F. Schneider,
edit-d by S. P. Warren (published by Schuasfe:*}, can be
unreservedly recommended. The. pedaling is practical
manner calculated to foster s good organ style, to which
the careful fingering largely contributes. “ The School of
Velocity,” Op. 219, Dr. Volkmar (10 B’ks), is a very com-
prehensive work, but hardly adapted to self study. “The
Organ,” by Dr. Stainer. No. 8 in the “ Music Primer
Series,” published by Novello, is a very useful work,
containing a great deal of information respecting the in
strument. “Choir Accompaniment,” by Dudley Back,
is an exhaustive treatise on the tonal capacities of the
instrument, and is the best work of the kind extant.
While the above information, we trust, will be helpful, it
is well to remember that there are many important
points in organ playing which can only be acquired by
placing one’s self under competent instruction.
Ques.—Please answer, through The Etude or other-
wise, the following questions as to Sydney Smith’s
“Faust” Fantasie for piano-forte, Gp. 117, top of page
8. Should the time in these two measures marked A, B,
A
3 ?
The arranger, however, begins the melody with the full
measure
;
hence, in order to begin the second part (as at
C, above) correctly on the second half of the measure,
he has to put the figure at A (in the upper example) in a
measure by itself. To remedy this blunder, transpose
the first seven bars (not “ measures ”) each a half meas-
ure forward (to the left), when the odd measure will dis-
appear, and the measure will (correctly) read as in the
example last given.
By the way, it is not correct (though very common) to
speak of | or | “ time.” The proper expression is
“measure,” or, still better, “metre,” leaving the word
“ measure ” to express the content of notes between two
bars
,
as, for instance, a measure of | metre. “ Time ”
refers exclusively to the degree of quickness or slowness
of the movement, as indicated by the expressions Alle-
gro, Presto, lento, etc., or, still more accurately, by the
metronome marking of the duration of the note taken
as the standard, 6.?.,j= 60, | = 60, etc. The metre is
simply the metrical arrangement of the notes, quite inde-
pendently of their absolute time. J. H. C.
•
.
’
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Fobliahad by WM. A. POND A GO., New York.
THREE SUITES. By W. H. Pohmkr.
.
No. 1 in €
be counted steadily, as a metronome would beat it, thus
giving the L notes in the f time the same value as the js
notes in the f ? And why should it be written as above?
A. M. A.
Ans.—
T
he insertion of the solitary f measure between
measures of f certainly does not involve any change in
the relative duration of the notes
;
it is a stupid device of
the arranger to coVer up his unwarrantable change of the
original rhythm of the melody, began at the top of p. 8.
According to Gounod (see the score of “Faust”), this
melody correctly begins on the second quarter-note—in
other words, on the second half—of the measure, so that
the figure A, instead of forming an odd (f) measure,
simply appears as the second half of a measure in f
metre, thus :
—
to pieces of this class possessing merit. In the first
place, because his pupils are by them brought in contact
with a form very important with respect to the historic
development of music—-the precursor of the sonata. In
the next place, they give opportunity for a technical
acquaintance with various important short art-forms
which are presented in the suite in suitable relations as
regards movement, rhythm, etc.
These suites, in which is to be found more of the
modern than of the classic spirit, are to be commended
as thoroughly good, musicianly works, having bright,
fresh themes, rhythms striking and attractive without
being commonplace, and good harmonization.
Marks of phrasing and expression have been carefully
attended to, and the editions are well printed.
Applicable to pupils of moderate advancement, these
suites are safe ahd useful teaching pieces. They are not
provided with fingering.
[For The Etude.]
JOHANNES BRAHMS AND
ROBERT VOLKMANN,
Having considered some of the moat important
compositions for piano of Brahms, I would now call the
reader’s attention to Robert Volkmann and a few of his
noted two-hand and four-hand piano-forte compositions.
Volkmann is not as well known to most readers as
Brahms, therefore I will give a short biography of him
in this place. He was bom the 6th of March, 1816, at
Lommatzsch, in the kingdom of Saxonia. His father
was organist and teacher of that place, and was thus
enabled to instruct his little Robert on the piano and
organ himself. When only twelve years of age he some-
times would play the organ for his father at religious
services. Mr. Friebel was his teacher in violin and
violoncello playing, and such a readiness did the boy
acquire on these instruments that he could assist in the
performance of the string quartettes of Haydn, Mozart
and Beethoven. Robert received a fine education at the
gymnasium and seminary of Freiberg, for his father had
designed him to become a teacher. Soon, however, he
chose music as his life’s calling, and in 1886 went to
Leipzig, where he studied theory and composition. After
a residence of several years as a music teacher in the
city of Prague, he went to Pest, Hungaria, in 1842.
Here Volkmann remained till his death, in the fall of
1883, with the exception of a short stay in Vienna, 1854-
1858,
Robert Volkmann was an ardent admirer of Schu-
mann, and scino of his earlier compositions show the
influence Schnmann had over him. He, however,
possessed too much originality of thought to follow
slavishly in the footsteps of a greater master, his chosen
ideal. Soon his own individuality was shown in .the
best light, and Volkmann was successful in the various
branches of composition. His quartettes, trios and sym-
S
homes attracted the attention of all genuine musicians.
ome of his vocal compositions may be ranked with those
of Schumann. As my object in view,however, is,.to call
the attention to the most important of his piano-forte
compositions, I cannot dwell upon these any longer-
Volkmann’ s Gp. 1 was six pieces of fantasy, which
were followed by hia sonata, Op, 4; Souvenir de
Maroth, Op. 6 ; Natturno, Op. 8, and Sonata, Op. 12.
Ill of these deserve the study of good musicians.
Of more importance, however, are his book of songs,
Op- 17 ; Viregra’d, Op. 21, and his improvisations,
Op. 86. These are beautiful lyrical compositions ; they
fully,-convince the player that Volkmann was a genuine
composer. As the compositions in themselves do not
present great technical difficulty, teachers ought to make
themselves acquainted with them, and also give them to
|
their scholars, who, after having studied tne classical
authors, ought also to get acquainted with the best
writers of the past classic period.
^
Viregra’d, Op. 21
,
contains twelve musical compositions^ every one or
which might be styled a gem. No. 1, the oath, shows an
air of reverence; thought and reflection are predomi-
nant. No- 2, weapon dance, and No. 10, the page walk,
unaccustomed ways, and are all the more attractive for.
it. Nos. 4, 6 and 8 'onld be compared to beautiful minia-
ture paintings. Volkmann* a Caratine and baracole Op.
19, his ballad and scherzetto, Op. 51, are pieces of great
elegance. T
Of four-hand compositions I would especially men-
tion his Op. 24, Hungarian sketches, the seasons Op. 86,
and the musical picture book. Op. 11. *
I will not dwell upon these at length. Every good-
teacher and player should strive to make himielf more
and more acquainted with the composition!* of cor best
contemporary composers How much time is ‘ J 1“
the study of “ brilliant and dashy ” pieces, a
which are outweighed by one jgenuine m
tion. If the standard of mnstcln tfe mm
railed, we teachers yers o
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[For The Etude.]
WHYS AND WHEREFORES OF
MUSIC.
BY H. SHERWOOD VIKING.
(Oonikmed from June imue, p<zge 90.)
TABLE OF DOUBLE SHARPS.
CX ig played D.
DX is played E.
EX is played Fjj.
FX is played G.
GX is played. A.
AX is played B.
BX is played C|J.
TABLE OP DOUBLE FLATS.
GHz is played B|z. ,
.
Dizjz is played C.
Ey? is played D.
Ffliz is played Eiz.
Gizt? is played F.
Afe{2 is played G.
By? is played A.
48. Why a natural so called .—Because the sign
shows that any tone that has been made sharp or flat
is brought back to its natural pitch. It is also called a
caned, because it cancels the effect of a previous sharp
or flat. The sign has the effect of lowering a tone that
has been made sharp a half step, and raising a tone that
has been made flat a half step. A double sharp or flat
is brought back to a single sharp or flat by a natural and
sharp or a natural and flat, thus
P £
*
The sharps or flats required by any key to preserve the
scale form are placed at the beginning of the printed
music, and called the signature ; they affect not only the
notes on the same line or space, but their octaves also.
Sharps, flats or naturals which occur throught the music
are called accidentals
;
they affect the notes before which
they are placed, and all -the notes in the same measure
that occur on the same line or space. By the use of
accidentals a note may represent four additional sounds.
C may be changed to C# CX O Cbb.
49. Why the black keys on the piano-forte are in groups
of two and three.—Because modern- tonality—tone rela-
tionship—requires that the five added tones shall be so
inserted that there shall be half steps from each key to
the next, thus, twelve half steps in an octave. The
whole steps of the natural scale are unequally divided by
the half steps which occur between E and F and B and
C. Thus from B to F are three white keys, requiring
the insertion of two black keys, and from E to C are four
white keys, requiring the insertion of three black keys,
thus:—
C D EF-G A BC.
C--« B»# EFF# QG* AAf BC.
The half steps, called chromatic steps, in an octave
appear thus:—
ip raz:
whose keynote is a minor third higher, it is said to be
the relative of that scale or to be parallel with it.
52. Why the scale of C of the major scales is the one
which is called the model scale
,
and why the .scale of A
of the minor scales is the one which is called the model
minor scale.—The seven diatonic scales, or Ecclesias-
tical Modes, called Plagal Modes, and derived from the
Greek systems, are formed from the keynotes, A B C D
E F G. no accidentals being used, thus u
—
ABCDEP6A
BCDEFGAB
CDEFGABC
defgabYd
efgabode
F G A BC D eY
G A BC DEFG.
Of these seven scales the one beginning from A, a
minor scale, and the one beginning from C, a major
scale, have been retained to our day, and. these became
the model scales of our modern tonality. These models
are transposed—that is, changed in pitch—throughout
all the degrees in the octave, each starting-point be-
coming the keynote, and giving the name to the new
scale formed from the the model. The ether Ecclesias-
tical Modes are obsolete except in the Gregorian chants
extant.
63. Why the half steps in the diatonic scales occur in
major between three and four
,
and seven and. eight, and
in minor between two and three
,
five and six
,
and seven
and eight.—Modern tonality originated from the two
scales of the ancient Greek Modes A and C, constructed
in this form 12345878 major, and 1234 5678 minor.
In the minor, seven was afterward raised a half step to
preserve the characteristic of the seventh or leading tone,
which is its distance of a half step below the keynote or
tonic.
”
-
. -
tU
-Lvr « €?
1 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
In the earliest keyed instruments the incomplete black
keys had a separate keyboard.
60. Why the major and minor scales are so called.
—
The major scale is so called because its third and sixth
are major, that is, larger intervals, and the minor scale
is so called because its third and sixth are minor, that is,
smaller intervals. The third in the major scale is four
half steps, and the sixth is nine half s£eps from the key-
note. The third in the minor scale is three half steps,
and the sixth is eight half steps from the keynote. All
the other scale intervals are the same distance from the
keynote is both major and minor.
61. Why the term rdative or parallel minor is used.—
a minor scale has the same signature as the major
i 3 4 5 6 7V
The sixth is sometimes raised also to avoid the aug-
mented second between six and seven. The seven tones
of the scale are named thus : tonic, super- tonic, mediant,
i
.
2
_
3
subdominant, dominant, submediant, leading-tone.
4 5 6 7
54. Why the ionic
,
super-tonic, mediant
,
etc., are so
called.—Tonic means tone, or relating to tone, and the
tonic of the scale governs the key. Super-tonic means
above the tonic. Dominant is so named because it is
next important to the tonic in governing the key. Sub-
dominant is less important and is the under-fifth of the
tonic, that is, the fifth below. Mediant is so called because
midway between the tonic and dominant, binding them.
Sub-mediant is the under third
;
it binds the sub-dominant
and the tonic. Leading tone is so called from its strong
tendency to lead to the tonic.
55. Why the order of scales is a fifth higher for each
new scale formed.—Each half of the major scale has the
same form 12 6
7
A thus the second half of one scale
12341234’
can be used for the first half of another, which is the
natural manner of transposing. Thus
—
CDEFGABCDE F#G A B C#D.12345678
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 8 4, etc.
The order of keynote for the twelve scales or keys is
as follows:— -
CGDAEBFKCior Db, Ab Eb Bb F.
The signatures appear thus :
—
MAJOR SCALES.
MINOR - SCALES.
F# <4 °f
G D
66. Why the teirachord was so called.—The word
means fourth, and it was, applied to the Greek Mode,
which consisted offour tones forming a fourth, as C D E F,
two tetracliords combined forming a mode, thus CDEF-
GABC. In the Greek and Roman systems the tetra-
chord was divided into three modes—the Diatonic, the
Chromatic, and the Enharmonic.
57. Why - the name Diatonic is applied to the scale .—
Dia means through, and tonic means a tone
;
the greater
number of intervals, five out of seven in the 'scale, are
whole steps, formerly called whole tones. Diatonic was
the name applied by the Greeks to that one of their three
modes which was the first in use, the other two, Chro-
matic and Enharmonic, being formed from the division
of the intervals of the diatonic. This Greek Mode, like
the modern diatonic scale, progresses by degrees, includ-
ing both tones and semitones, that is, steps and half steps.
68. Why the name Chromatic was applied to the scale.
—The term was applied by the Greeks to that one of their
three modes which consisted of semitones and minor
thirds, and from which the modern chromatic scale, of
half steps only, is derived. It had its name either from
the fact that the Greeks transferred to it the character of
color, the chromatic kind being a medium between the
two other modes, as color is between black and white,
or because of the variety caused by the chromatic kind
having the same effect as variety of color in painting.
59. Why the term Enharmonic is used. The word
means equal to. Enharmonic change means a different
notation used for the same tones as F# ,G# A# for Gb Ab
Bb. The enharmonic scale of the Greeks consisted of
quarter tones or steps, thus
—
~~J~ - " ~ ' — 1
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from C# to Db and from F# to Gb being quarter steps.
60. Why one note decides whether a key is minor or
the pat allel major .—Because the sharp seventh of the
harmonic minor scale is the only tone foreign to the
parallel major, thus :— *
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61. Why the harmonic and melodic minor are so called.
—The harmonic minor is so called because its form is
suitable for the harmonics, or chords belonging to the
minor scale ; the melodic minor is so called because it is
especially adapted to melody and vocal music.
62. Why English fingering was never used in piano-
forte music.—In early times in England, violinists were
the first teachers, and as their instruments did not re->
quire-the use of the thumb in fingering, they applied the
same fingering to piano-playing, using the four fingers, as
12 34. Later, when thethumb was first used, a new sign
was required, and the cross was introduced, when finger-
ing became X 1 2 8 4. Bach, ou introducing the u$b of
the thumb, indicated it by the figure 1. The fingering
used in Germany, France, and Italy is 12 3 4 5. The
scales are fingered thus
^
12312345 or 1, right hand
;
5 432 1321, left baud,
with few exceptions.
(To be Continued.)
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ing that I could not make theta realise upon the piano alone, and which I myself did noi always
detect.
I have studied almost all the works on piano technique that! could get hold of, but I have learned
more on the Tecbnlphoue and the manna! that accompanies it, than from all other sources oomhiaed
.
You are at liberty to use this,opinion if you desire, for it is as disinterested »g it is unsolicited.
1 EDWABD DICKINSON.
N. E. Consskvatoey, Boston, February 4, 1887.
The Teehniphone has my sincere indorsement. A. D. TOBNBR.
Wxls.bsi.ey College, School of Music, Wellesley, Mass.. May 18, 1887.
I have heretofore been very much of a conservative with regard to all mechanical aids tor
obtaining technical facility upon the piano, but I feel thoroughly convinced of the great merit* of
your invention and shall hereafter confidently recommend Its use. JUNIUS W. BILL.
Northfield, Mnrir., May 16* 1887.
The Techniphones are giving perfect satisfaction. Music pupils of all grades enjoy practicing
upon them, and I look forward to the time when three-fourths or all practice for manual susd digital
dexterity upon the piano or pipe organ will ha done on the Teehniphone. It cwtainly is a great
economiser of time and nerve force. J. W. PARKER,
The Teehniphone is the most valuable corrective for an imperfect legato (or staccato, for that
matter) ever invented. THE ETUDE, March, 1887.
Elhiba, N. Y., February 6, 1887.
It is the first substitute for the piano itself, for teaching and practice, I ever saw that I could
indorse. JOHN B. MABSH.
Cv.NTOK, Q., April 18, 1887.
The Teehniphone removes the disagreeable features connected with the study and the teaching
of the piano. It will further critical acumen as to technical deficiencies, give us a more satisfactory
key-board practice, preserve our nerves, and, above all, prevent a dull ear, to often produced by
monotonous technical studies on the piano. JOHANNES WOLFRAM,
An' OMo Matte Teacher? AtmcUsHm.
Husnu. CoiABSs, N. Y., April 24, 1887.
I am more than satisfied with the Teehniphone. There is but one fault in your claim for it m
set forth in your circulars, and that is, under-statement. The simple evlo- of clicking keys has
raised the dumb piano from a comparatively useless thing to one of indispensable usefulness.
I have practiced upon it systematically
,
and even in one month it has improved the equality and
force of my touch and the general effect of my playing to *uch an extent that my friends observe
and remark upon it without knowing the cause. It instantly shows my pupils defects in their play-
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-*THE TECHNIPHONES
THE TECHNIPHOlffE is an instrument with
a piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,
designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
the mechanical part or technic of .piano playing.
For the easy, certain, almost automatic ac-
quiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
staccato, it is as superior to the piano as the
foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking exact
measurements.
Three months of faithful work on the Techni-
phone will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch
—
the supreme accomplishment in piano playing—
than two years of equally faithful- work on the
piano alone. This it’does through the novel in-
vention of return sounds to the keys, which intro-
duce into all elementary work a clearness and
precision never before known.
Cincinnati, O., January 7, 1887.
My opinion of the Teehniphone is high, and my use of it for my own practice is constant.
JOHN S. VAN CLEVE.
From an Essay on the Propick Utilization of Pbactic
Tim®, read before the Music Teachers’ National Association i
Boston, July, 1886.
Stkdtway Hali., Nsw Yobjc.
“ I have found that the Teehniphone click defines predate
of Soger act ion more sharply than can the piano-forte tone.
* * * After what has now been said on this point, it will sn
pri»e no one to learn that since the writer became possessed of
Teehniphone he isas never done half m hour's mechanic
practice on the piano-forte, but hsa reserved' that inslrttsief;
exclusively for musical uses in the strictest sense.”
_
A. B. PABS0N&
.
E. Conservatory, Boston, October 38, 1888.
